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Corrigenda 
In the text below, the numbers in brackets refer to the page and line number (page, 
line) . 
• ( 4,8) Add the following sentence in brackets at the end of the first paragraph on 
page 4: "(Marron and Wand (1992, p729ff) give a number of further objections to higher 
order kernels.)" 
• (5,10) Change hopt to hAoPT· Add the following immediately after equation (1.4). 
"Note that hAoPT minimises the asymptotic MISE rather than the actual MISE; see 
Marron and Wand (1992) for some comparisons of the minimiser of the actual MISE 
and asymptotic MISE which show that the difference may be large in some practical 
situations." 
• (5,-9) Add the reference Cao et al (1994). 
• (5,-14) Change the sentence "This produces h2, then j(r+2), h3 and finally j(r) ." 
to "This produces h2, then j(r+2), h3 and finally j(r); see for example Wand and Jones 
(1995, p72)." 
• (7, Section 1.3) Move the 5th paragraph of this Section, beginning "A point t ... " 
to immediately before Corollary 1.1. 
• (7, Corollary 1.1) Change the second sentence to the following: "For any boundary 
point x = qh where q E [0, 1), provided h - 0 and nh - oo as n - oo 
bias {}(x)} = -f(x) 11 K(u)du+ O(h) ." 
• (8,16) Add the reference Muller (1993). 
• (18,-8) Add at end of sentence, "where f = r(0) is the estimate of the scale parameter 
r based on the original sample X. 
• (20,9) Change "the convergence of U(x)" to "the convergence of suprT(x)". 
• (28,5) Replace the first sentence of the paragraph with "Local polynomial kernel 
estimators gained renewed attention following the papers of Stone (1977) and Cleveland 
(1979). Recent work of Fan (1992, 1993) has shown that they have a number of advanta-
geous properties, including minimax optimality properties and desirable MSE properties. " 
• (28,10) Add the reference Wei and Chu (1994). 
• (30,8) Add the following as a new paragraph after the first paragraph on page 30 
" Note that while G is monotone, a polynomial interpolant may be non-monotone. In 
addition, a polynomial fit may behave erratically in places. These matters are discussed 
further in Section 2.4.1." 
• (30,9) Change "Note" to "Note also". 
• (33,- 10) Change the sentence beginning "Let h,....., .. . " to "Let h,....., const.n-11(2r+I), 
and let m be of larger order than n2r/(2r+1), and of smaller order than n{2r/(2r+1)}+11, where 
0 ~ TJ ~ 1/(2r + 1)." 
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• (35,1) Move the headings for Section 2.4 and 2.4.1 to the top of the page, above 
Figure 2.1. 
• (43,7) Change the sentence beginning "Particularly at the ... " to "The left-hand 
end shows the trend in intensity at the beginning of the period when the accident rate was 
very high, and the right-hand end shows how current safety policies are working. In both 
cases it would be of interest to know whether the intensity is increasing or decreasing, 
but reflection cannot provide an answer." 
• ( 43,-11) Add at the end of the second paragraph of Section 2.4.3 "The cross-
validation score function used was 
CV(h) = fo1 ~(x)2 dx + 2 I: Li(Xi) 
' 
where ~( x) is the estimate of the intensity constructed using both the real data and the 
pseudodata, and I:; ~-i(Xi) is the sum over the sample points of the intensity estimates 
at each sample point, X i, where each estimate is constructed using the all the sample 
points except the ith, and the pseudodata." 
• (59,1) Replace the sentence beginning "The manner in . .. " with "The manner in 
which our univariate algorithms should be modified is straightforward.' 
• (61,-7) Change hopt to hAoPT· 
• (74, Section 3.4.1) Change all occurrences of h opt to hAoPT· 
• (74,11) Before "The roughness ratios . . . " add "The chosen sample sizes are typical 
of the sample sizes which arise in many practical settings and were chosen so that the 
conclusions drawn from the simulations would be applicable in such contexts." 
• (76 ,-3) Change the sentence beginning "Moreover, the peaks .. . ' to "While the 
confidence band is consistent with a monotonically decreasing intensity, examination of 
a number of bootstrap simulations suggests that the peaks around x = 0.2 and x = 0.7 
may be real features of the curve; see Cowling et al (1995)". 
• (78- 82, captions) Change each occurrence of hopt to hAoPT · 
• (125, References) Add the following references: 
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Abstract 
In this thesis, we present solutions to two problems in kernel curve estimation. First 
we give a new method for reducing the boundary bias of kernel density and intensity 
estimators. We apply this method in our second contribution , the development of 
bootstrap confidence bands for the kernel estimator of the intensity of an inhomo-
geneous Poisson point process . 
The thesis is divided into three chapters . In the first we give an introduction to 
kernel density and intensity estimation, review the traditional methods of boundary 
bias correction , and briefly present bootstrap methods and their use in constructing 
confidence bands for kernel curve estimates. This chapter provides background and 
motivation for our iater work. 
In Chapter 2, we describe our new method for reducing the boundary bias of 
kernel estimators of arbitrary order. The proposed technique involves generating 
pseudodata beyond the support of the density f , then using the pseudodata as well 
as the original data in the usual kernel estimator, thereby boundary-correcting the 
estimator. The pseudodata are simple to generate: they are formed using linear 
combinations of the order statistics of the sample , with co-efficients that vary ac-
cording to the order of the kernel. We show that the kernel estimators produced in 
this way have optimal orders of bias and variance throughout the estimation interval. 
Our method is applied to simulated data, and optimal pseudodata generation rules 
are proposed . We compare the performance of our method with that of traditional 
methods, and find that our method outperforms the traditional optimal boundary 
kernel method when f'(O) > 0. Finally, we compare pseudodata, reflection and 
boundary kernel intensity estimates for the classic coal mining disaster data set 
V 
given in Jarrett (1979) . 
In Chapter 3 we develop theory and methods for calculating confidence bands for 
the intensity function A(x) of an inhomogeneous Poisson process . Unlike previous 
researchers, we treat the Poisson process as genuinely non-stationary rather than as a 
Cox process. This requires us t'o derive the asymptotic distribution of j ( x) - E j ( x ). 
Our work complements previous work on point estimation , as well as contribu ting 
new results on confidence regions. 
There are numerous ways of applying the bootstrap to develop confidence bands 
for E i We describe methods based on several different bootstrap resampling al-
gorithms and a number of approaches to pivoting. We remove edge effects using 
our pseudodata estimator , and correct the confidence intervals for bias, producing 
intervals for .A . We demonstrate the effectiveness of these different approaches both 
theoretically and numerically using simulated data. Lastly, we discuss the intensity 
of the coal mining disas ter data in the light of our confidence bands for .A . 
Vl 
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Chapter 1 
Concepts of kernel curve 
estimation 
1.1 Introduction 
Non-parametric curve estimation techniques make no assumptions about the func-
tional form or distribution of the data. The one assumption concerns the smoothness 
of the curve: typically, that it has at least two bounded derivatives. 
In kernel curve estimation, the estimate at a given point is constructed using only 
local information : it is constructed from data values that lie in a neighbourhood of 
the point. To ensure that the estimate is consistent , as the sample size increases 
the neighbourhood must shrink in such a way that the points become dense in the 
neighbourhood. As only local information is used in the construction of an estimate, 
the convergence rate of these estimators is quite slow. 
In applications , the support of the curve to be estimated is often known to 
be bounded on one or both sides. The smoothness assumption renders the kernel 
es timator unable to reproduce a discontinuity such as may occur at a boundary, and 
so the usual kernel estimator is much more biased near the boundaries than in the 
interior. For small and moderate sample sizes, a substantial portion of the support 
of the curve can be adversely affected by boundary bias. A number of different 
methods of reducing this bias have been suggested. 
1 
Non-parametric smoothing is an especially useful tool for exploratory analysis, 
as it may reveal structure that would be missed by imposing a parametric model. 
With the addition of a confidence band around the smooth curve, an unexpected 
structure can be assessed as either likely to be a real feature of the underlying curve 
or only an artifact of the sampling process . 
In this thesis, we will be concerned with kernel estimation of density and Poisson 
intensity functions . However , the same principles apply, perhaps with modifications, 
to the estimation of regression curves. 
The remainder of this chapter reviews in more detail the relevant aspects of kernel 
curve estima tion. In Section 1.2 we present some basic concepts of kernel density 
estimation which are used throughout the thesis. The principal t raditional methods 
of reducing boundary bias are given in Section 1.3. We review Poisson processes 
and define the kernel estimate of the intensity function in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 
introduces the bootstrap and describes how it is used to construct confidence bands 
for kernel curve estimates. In the final section , Section 1.6 , we motivate and outline 
the research detailed in Chapters 2 and 3. 
1.2 Basic results in kernel density estimation 
Kernel density estimation has attracted much research interest since the publication 
of the pioneering papers of Rosenblatt (1956) and Parzen (1962) . Some recent books 
include Devroye and Gyorfi (1985) developing the 1 1 theory of density es timation; 
Silverman (1986), the classical introductory work; Scott (1992) on multivariate den-
sity es timation ; and the new introductory text of Wand and Jones (1995) covering 
fundamental aspects of kernel estimation and many of the areas of research interest . 
The traditional (see Silverman (1986, pl5)) and conceptually natural view of the 
construction of the kernel density estimate is as follows. Suppose that X1 , ... , Xn 
is a random sample from an unknown continuous distribution with density f. A 
kernel function K spreads equal probability mass through neighbourhoods centred 
at each X i, with width depending on the bandwidth h. The es timate is the sum of 
the heights of these kernels . 
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Figure 1.1: Usual kernel density estimate (dashed) for data from a truncated Normal 
density (solid). The estimate is the sum of the kernels (dotted) centered at the data 
points. Bandwidth h = 1.65. 
This 1s illustrated m Figure 1.1 for a small simulated data set consisting of 
seven points from a truncated Normal distribution. This data set is used through-
out Chapter 1 to demonstrate various kernel estimates and their construction. In 
practical applications , many more observations would be used: we use only seven 
observations here for clarity in the figures. 
More formally, the usual kernel estimator of f is 
n 
}(x ) = (nht 1 I: K {( x - X;)/ h}, 
i=l 
where h is the bandwidth, and K is an rth order kernel satisfying 
I 
1 
j uiK(u) du = O 
~1 0 
if i = 0 
if 1 ::; i::; r - 1, 
if i = r. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
It is obvious from ( 1. 1) that j has the same differentiability properties as K , so that 
the order of the kernel r is the number of bounded uniformly continuous derivatives 
tha t must be assumed for f. 
The bias and variance of j are given in the following theorem , which is easily 
proved using Taylor expansion; see for example Silverman (1986, p39). 
3 
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Theorem 1.1 If f has r bounded uniformly continuous derivatives and K satisfies 
the conditions in ( 1. 2), then provided h - O and nh - oo as n - 00 
' 
bias {}(x)} 
var {}(x)} 
(-1r _!_ /<i, hr f (r)(x) + o(hr) 
r! 
(nht 1 f(x) j K 2 (u)du + o{(nht 1 } . 
(1.3) 
Clearly the bias of J can be reduced by using a high-order kernel. However , kernels of 
order greater than two have negative side lobes, which may result in negative density 
es timates in places where data are sparse. Therefore, to ensure that }( x) ;?_ 0 for 
all x, second order kernels are generally used in practice. 
The bias of the estimate can also be reduced by using a smaller bandwidth h, 
but this leads to a noisy estimate J with local detail masking global features of the 
sample (f has high variance). If his large, J is smoother but the global features are 
dampened (f has high bias and low variance). The bias , then , can only be reduced 
at the expense of variance and vice versa, with the bandwidth h determining the 
ratio of (squared) bias to ~ariance. 
The choice of the bandwidth his perhaps the central issue in kernel estimation. 
We shall discuss bandwidth choice briefly here as it is not addressed elsewhere in 
this thesis. 
Although in some circumstances it may suffice to choose the bandwidth by eye, 
automatic methods of choosing a bandwidth are generally preferred for their ob-
jectivity and relative time efficiency. The automatic methods minimise an error 
criterion , usually integrated squared error (ISE) or mean integrated squared error 
(MISE), where ISE = J(f - f) 2 and MISE = E J(f - !)2 . See Jones (1991) for a 
discussion of the relative merits of these criteria. 
Least-squares cross-validation , independently proposed for use in density esti-
mation by Rudemo (1982) and Bowman (1984), minimises the ISE. More precisely, 
the cross-validatory bandwidth is that value of h which minimises 
/ 
A2 -1""' A f - 2n ~ f (-i), 
l 
an unbiased estimate of (ISE-J /2) , where f (-i) = {(n-l)h}-1 I:i# K {(x-Xi)/h} , 
the kernel stimate off constructed using all the data points except Xi . The chosen 
4 
I 
bandwidth is consistent but Hall and Marron (1987, 1991) have shown that the 
relative rate of convergence of methods minimising the ISE cannot be less than 
n-
1
/
10 
whereas the relative error of methods based on minimising the MISE can be 
reduced to n-1/ 2 . 
As 
MISE j E {}( x) - f( x)}2dx 
/ [bias{}( x)} ]2 dx + j var{}( x)} dx 
,...., (r!r2 K- 2 h2r j f (r) (x)2dx + (nht 1 j K 2 (u) du , 
it is minimised by 
(1.4) 
Perhaps the most popular of the bandwidth selection methods targeting MISE 
are plug-in methods , which are based on using an estimate of f (r) in (1.4) ; see 
for example Scott et al (1977), Park and Marron (1990) and Sheather and Jones 
(1991). The determination of j (r) involves a chain-like procedure: typically, an 
initial bandwidth h1 is chosen and used to estimate f (r+4). This produces h2 , then 
j(r+ 2), h3 and finally j(r). An obvious question is how the number of iterations 
should be chosen. 
Empirical comparisons of various bandwidth selection methods using simulation 
are given in Park and Marron (1990) , and Park and Turlach (1992). Comparisons 
based on real data sets are given in Sheather (1992). As yet no definitive recom-
mendations for an optimal bandwidth selection method can be made. 
The bandwidth need not be constant throughout the estimation interval. Vari-
able bandwidths depending on the estimation point x, the data points X i or both 
have been proposed and studied; recent works include Jones (1990) and Hall (1990, 
1992b) . 
Just as an "optimal" bandwidth can be found by minimising the MISE with 
respect to h, an "optimal" kernel can be found by minimising the MISE with respect 
to K , subject to the constraints (2.2). The optimal second order kernel, for example, 
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Figure 1.2: Usual kernel density estimate (dashed) for data from a truncated Normal 
density (solid). The "moving kernel" construction of the estimates at x = 0 and 
x = 1.1 is illustrated: a kernel (dotted) is centred at x, and the estimate is the sum 
of the ordinates of the kernel at abscissae Xi , i = 1, ... , n. Bandwidth h = 1.65. 
is the Epanechnikov kernel 
K(u) = ¾(1 - u2)I[-i ,1](u)_ 
It can be shown that many other symmetric kernels have a high efficiency compared 
to the Epan~hnikov kernel , and the quartic kernel 
K(u) = ~!(1- u2 ) 2 J[-i ,1](u), 
which has an efficiency of 0.994 relative to the Epan~hnikov, is often preferred as it 
is differentiable at u = ±l producing a smoother estimate. Wand and J ones (1995) 
tabulate the efficiencies of several kernels relative to the Epantchnikov. 
We note here that there is a second view of the construction of a kernel density 
es timate. In the interpretation given at the beginning of this section, the kernels 
are regarded as fixed , and centred at the data points Xi. In the second, the kernel 
"moves", and is centred at the estimation point x. This second view is related to the 
usual explanation of the construction and use of kernel weights in kernel regression; 
s e for example Hardle (1991, p24ff). It is also related to moving averages in time 
senes. We remark here on the different interpretations as the asymmetric kernels 
used for reducing boundary bias are moving kernels depending on x. 
6 
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The movmg kernel construction of the density estimate at the point x is as 
follows: centre a scaled kernel at x , and take as the estimate the sum of the ordinates 
of the kernel at abscissae X i . Whilst this construction can be clearly illustrated for 
an isolated point x , see Figure 1.2, it does not allow such clear illustration of the 
construction of the estimator over the full range of x values as does the fixed kernel 
construction. 
1.3 Boundary effects in kernel density estima-
tion 
When the support off is bounded , the usual kernel estimator (1.1 ) performs poorly 
near the boundary. The variance is the same size, o{ (n ht 1 } , in the boundary 
regions as in the interior , but the bias is much greater. More specifically, as x 
approaches a boundary b, f ( x) tends increasingly to underestimate f ( x) , until at 
t he boundary under the usual consistency conditions, E f (b) l'V ½J(b), as can be seen 
from Corollary 1.1 to Theorem 1. 1. 
The underestimation at the boundary is illustrated in Figure 1.1 on page 3. This 
figure also shows that kernels centred at points in the boundary region extend past 
the boundary making f( x ) > 0 beyond the support off. Thus when f has bounded 
support , f is not a density since f supp(f ) f =/- 1. 
Corollary 1.1 In addition to the conditions of Theorem 1. 1, assume that K and f 
are supported on [-1, 1] and [O, 1] respectively. Then, provided h ---t O and n h ---too 
as n ---t oo , 
bias {f(x)} = - f( x ) i1 K(u)du + O(h ). 
Because the bias in the interior is 0( hr ), edge effects dominate the global asymp-
totic behaviour, influencing bandwidth choice in cross-validatory or plug in methods 
for example. 
We will revi w the main traditional methods which have been proposed for 
boundary bias reduction , and in the remainder of this chapter and Chapter 2, will 
7 
assume without loss of generality that f has compact support [O, 1]. We will fur-
ther assume that K has com pact support [-1 , 1] as otherwise the whole es timation 
interval [O , 1] would be subject to boundary effects. 
A point t whose location in [O, 1] does not depend on n is not informative for 
studying boundary behaviour since as n -t oo , h -t O and so t will eventually 
become an interior point . Therefore, for studying boundary behaviour we consider 
a sequence of points x(n) which have the same relative location in a boundary 
interval for all n: x(n) = qh or x(n) = 1 - qh , with q E [O , 1). Only the correction 
methods at the left boundary will be described; corrections at the right boundary 
can be obtained analogously. 
1.3.1 Boundary bias reduction techniques 
Boundary kernels 
Gasser and Miiller (1979) proposed usmg different kernels , called boundary ker-
nels, in the boundary regions for kernel regression. They developed the theory in 
Gasser et al (1985), and suggested that boundary kernels could also be employed 
for correcting edge effects in density estimation. 
We must take the moving perspective of the construction of the estimator when 
discussing the boundary kernel method as boundary kernels vary according to the 
es timation point x. For a boundary point x = qh, only the interval [-1, q) of 
the support of K is mapped into [O, l ]. The boundary kernel at x , Kq, is defined 
as a modification of the interior kernel K , which has support [-1, q) and satisfies 
the moment conditions of the interior (1.2) . It is desirable that Kq should depend 
continuously on q and that Kq -t K as q -t 1. 
The boundary kernel estimator is 
if x E [0, h) ; 
otherwise. 
The definition of boundary kernels ensures that the bias of }BK is of the same order 
in the boundaries as at interior points. 
8 
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Figure 1.3: Boundary kernels based on the Epanichnikov kernel as given in (1.5) at 
x = 0, 0.2h, 0.4h , 0.6h , 0.8h , h. Bandwidth h = 0.4. 
Suppose that the Epanichnikov kernel is used in the interior. For the left bound-
ary region , Gasser et al (1985) propose the 2nd order polynomials 
(1.5) 
where c0 , c1 and c2 are constants depending on q such that 
and 
Figure 1.3 shows these kernels for various values of q. 
Using the quartic kernel in the interior , Hall and Wehrly (1991) employ 5th order 
polynomial boundary kernels based on the quartic kernel: 
The coefficients c0 and c1 are ob tained by solving 
and 
These kernels are defined so that Kq(-1) = 0. Although similar in general outline 
to the Gasser, Muller and Mammitsch kernels , the Hall and Wehrly kernels are 
smoother as they are differentiable at u = ±1. The Hall and Wehrly boundary kernel 
estimate for the simulated data set is shown in Figure 1.4. Note that fsupp(f) fBK -/- 1. 
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Figure 1.4: Boundary kernel density estimate ( dashed) for data from a truncated 
Normal density (solid). The construction of the estimates at x = 0 and x = 1.1 
is illustrated: a kernel (dotted) is centred at x , and the estimate is the sum of the 
ordinates of the kernel at abscissae Xi , i = 1, ... , n. Bandwidth h = 1.65. 
Although boundary kernels reduce boundary bias to the appropriate order , they 
are not strictly positive; see Figure 1.3. This means that the boundary kernel 
method cannot be guaranteed to give a positive density estimate especially if data 
are sparse in boundary regions. This occurred with the simulated data set as shown 
in Figure 1.4. The other drawback of the boundary kernel approach is the more 
complex programming involved: a different kernel must be constructed for each 
estimation point lying in the boundary region. 
Reflection 
The reflection technique is described in Boneva et al (1970). Schuster (1985) gives 
conditions under which the reflection es timator is asymptotically unbiased, consis-
tent , asymptotically normal and strongly uniformly consistent . 
The data X 1 , ... , Xn are reflected in the boundary, giving rise to pseudodata 
X_ 1 , .•• , X_n on [- 1, 0], where X_i = -Xi, i = l , .. . , n. The usual estimator 
is applied to the augmented data set consisting of both the original data and the 
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Figure 1.5: Reflection density estimate ( dashed) for data from a truncated Normal 
density (solid). The estimate is the sum of the kernels (dotted) centered at the data 
points and pseudodata points(D) . Bandwidth h = 1.65. 
pseudodata. The reflection estimator is 
fR(x) = (nht 1 [ t K {( x - Xi) / h} + t K {( x - X_i)/h}] ; 
the estimate for the simulated data set is shown in Figure 1.5. Reflection is the only 
method of boundary correction considered in this chapter for which fsupp (f) J = 1. 
The technique is particularly simple to implement , because the same estimator is 
used throughout the estimation interval. The drawback of the method is that it does 
not adequately correct the boundary bias as indicated by the following Corollary: 
Corollary 1.2 In addition to the conditions of Theorem 1.1, assume that K and f 
are supported on [-1 , 1] and [O , 1] respectively. Then, provided h -+ 0 and n h-+ oo 
as n -+ oo , 
bias {JR(x)} = 2hf'( x ) i1 (u - q)K(u)du + o( h) . 
Cut-and-rescale 
Another long-used technique for boundary correction is the cut-and-rescale method; 
see for xample Gasser and Muller (1979), Diggle (1985) . In the boundary regions 
a different kernel is constructed at each estimation point x = qh: the usual kernel 
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Figure 1.6: Cut-and-rescale density estimate ( dashed) for data from a truncated 
Normal density (solid). The construction of the estimates at x = 0 and x = 1.1 
is illustrated: a kernel (dotted) is centred at x , and the estimate is the sum of the 
ordinates of the kernel at abscissae Xi, i = 1, ... , n. Bandwidth h = 1.65. 
is truncated at the boundary, and the portion lying in the estimation interval [O , 1] 
is rescaled to integrate to one: 
The cut-and-rescale estimator is 
if x E [0 , h) ; 
otherwise. 
Figure 1.6 shows this estimator applied to the simulated data set. The figure clearly 
shows that fsupp (/) J -f 1. 
At the boundary, the cut-and-rescale estimate is exactly equal to the reflection 
estimate, and so these methods have the same bias there. 
Corollary 1.3 In addition to the conditions of Theorem 1.1, assume that K and J 
are supported on [-1 , l] and [O 1] respectively. Then, provided h --t O and nh--+ oo 
as n --+ oo , 
{. } J.1 uK(u)du bias fcR(x) = hf'(x) ;~
1 
K(u)du + o(h). 
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Transformation 
Transformation may be useful for removing boundary effects. A transformation tis 
applied to the sample Xi, ... , Xn , giving a new data set Yi , ... , Yn where 1-': = t(Xi)-
Suppose that the transformed data have density g. Then standard theory gives 
f (x) = g(t(x))t'(x) , and hence 
n 
JT(x) = (nht 1 t'(x) L K [{t( x) - t(Xi)}/h]. 
i=l 
Transformations have been used to reduce boundary bias in density estimation 
for some time, see for example Copas and Fryer (1980). However , the theory of tran-
formations in kernel density estimation is a relatively new field for research. Marron 
and Ruppert (1994) propose transforming from a density with bounded support to 
a density with first derivative of approximately zero at the boundaries. The new 
density is estimated using reflection for boundary correction , and backtransformed 
to produce the estimate of the original density. However, the choice of transforma-
tion involves es timation of several parameters and the method is not quick and easy 
to implement . 
1.3.2 Proofs of corollaries 
Proof of Corollary 1.1 Provided h -+ 0 as n -+ oo, for a point x = qh where 
q E [O, 1), 
E {f(x)} r x+h h- 1 lo K{(x -y)/h}f(y)dy 
[q
1 
K(u)f(x - hu)du 
1-qi K(u){f(x) - huj'(x) + · · · } du 
f( x) [q
1 
K(u)du - hj'(x) [q
1 
uK(u)du + o(h). 
Therefore, 
bias { f (x)} - f( x) + f( x) 1-qi K(u)du - hj'(x) 1-qi uK(u)du + o(h) 
- f (x) 11 K(u)du + O(h) . 
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• 
Proof of Corollary 1.2 Provided h -t O as n -t oo , for a point x = qh where 
q E [O , 1) , 
E { j R ( X)} = 1i-1 ( E [ K { ( X - Y) / h}] + E [ K { ( X + Y) / h}] ) 
Therefore, 
= h- 1 [la x+h K{( x -y) / h}f(y)dy + 1-x+h K{(x + y) / h}f(y)dy] 
= 1-q
1 
K(u)f(x - hu)du + 1:_
1 
K(2q - u) f (x - hu)du 
= f( x) {1-q
1 
K(u)du + 1:_
1 
K(2q - u)du} 
-hf'(x) {1-q
1 
uK(u)du + 1:_
1 
uK(2q - u)du} + o( h) 
= f( x) {1-q
1 
K(u)du + i1 K(u)du} 
-hf'(x) {1-q
1 
uK(u)du + i1 (2q - u)K(u)du} + o(h). 
bias {JR(x)} = 2hf'(x) i\u - q)K(u)du + o(h). 
• 
Proof of Corollary 1.3 Provided h -t O as n -t oo , for a point x = qh where 
q E [O, 1) , 
E {JcR(x)} rx+h = h-1 Jo KcR{(x - y) / h} f(y)dy 
J~ 1 K(u)f(x - hu)du 
= J~ 1 K(u)du 
, J~ 1 uK(u)du (h) 
= f(x) - hf (x) f~1 K(u)du + o . 
Therefore, 
• } Jq1 uK(u)du 
bias {fcR(x) = hf'(x) f~i K(u)du + o(h). 
• 
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1.4 Intensity function estimation 
1.4.1 Poisson processes 
A Poisson process is a mathematical model describing the location of point events 
occurring completely at random in JRd, for example, the times of emissions from 
a radioactive source or the location of raisins in a cake. The basic theory and 
propert ies are well known, see for example Feller (1968). 
The three characteristic features of a homogeneous Poisson process on [0 , oo) 
with rate or intensity parameter A are: 
1. The number of points in each finite interval [ui, vi) has a Poisson dist ribution 
with mean A(vi - ui) -
2. The numbers of points in disjoint intervals are independent random variables. 
3. The distributions are st ationary: they depend only on the lengths of the in-
tervals. 
An important property of the homogeneous Poisson process is that conditional 
on the number of events N in the interval of interest , say [0, T ) the times of the 
events are independently uniformly distributed over [0, T ). 
A Poisson process can be generated from sums of independent exponential ran-
dom variables: suppose that { Z1 , Z2 , . .. } are independent exponential random vari-
ables with parameter A and mean 1/ A. Let Y; = I:~=l Zi · Then {Yi , Y; , . . . } is a 
Poisson process with parameter A. Note that Y; ,.._, Gamma (A, i) with density 
y > 0, 
so tha t E(Y; ) = i/A and var(Y;) = i/A2 • 
Random events need not occur uniformly in JRd : events may occur randomly 
with some locations being more likely than others , for example the locations of 
burglaries in a city, or the times of arrivals at a university cafeteria . 
A non-homogeneous Poisson processes on [0, oo) is determined by a rate or in-
tensity function A( t) 2: 0. The process is defined by the following properties: 
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1. The number of points in each interval ( Ui vi] has a Poisson distribution with 
mean J;: >.(t)dt. 
2. The numbers of points in disjoint intervals are independent random variables. 
A non-homogeneous Poisson process can be simply related to a homogeneous 
Poisson process: if {Yi , Y; , . . . } is a Poisson process with unit mean , then writing 
A(t) = J~>.(x)dx and Xi= A-1(1':) , {X1 , X2 , ---} is a non-homogeneous Poisson 
process with intensity function >.(t). 
For the non-homogeneous Poisson process , conditional on N , the times of the 
events are independently distributed over [O T) with density >.(t) / A(T). Thus >.(t) 
can be considered as a density of sorts with the difference that A(T) = J{ >.( t) dt is 
unlikely to equal 1. 
There are a number of ways of simulating a realisation of a non-homogeneous 
Poisson process on [O , 1], see for example Devroye (1986). A simple (but not always 
very efficient) method, based on the analogy between intensities and densities , is to 
first generate a Poisson random variable N with mean A(l) , and then to generate 
{Xi} as the order statistics of a sample of size N from the distribution with density 
>.(t)/ A(l). Another method uses inversion of the integrated rate function and the 
exponential spacings characteristic. 
In our simulations in Chapter 3, we used the thinning method, which is similar to 
the rejection method of generating points from a specified density. In the thinning 
method, points are generated from a Poisson process on [O , 1] with rate µ where 
µ ~ >.(t). A prospective event occurring at time t E [O , 1] is accepted with probability 
>.(t)/ µ. The "thinned" process , consisting of the accepted events , is a realisation of 
the non-homogeneous process with intensity >.(t). 
1.4.2 Kernel estimator of intensity function 
Leadbetter and Wold (1983) point out that a common feature of density and inten-
sity estimation is that the function to be estimated is the derivative of a function 
with a natural discontinuous estimator. The target estimator can therefore be ob-
tained by smoothing the steps using a differentiable function , and differentiating. 
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The obvious es timators of the distribution function and the integrated rate func-
tion are 
n N 
F(x) = n-1 L I(Xi :S x) and A(x) = L !(Xi :S x), 
i= l i= l 
where N is the number of events of the Poisson process in the interval [O, T) . Smooth 
versions of these can be obtained by replacing !(Xi :S x) with a differentiable 
function 5{(x - Xi)/h}. The required estimators , }(x) and X(x) , are therefore 
given by 
n N 
f(x) = (nh)- 1 L5'{(x -Xi)/h} and X(x) = h-1 L5'{(x - Xi)/h}. 
i=l i=l 
This derivation focusses on the similarity between the distribution function and the 
integrated rate function , and leads to another interpretation of the kernel function 
K - as the derivative of a smoothed indicator function . The kernel estimator of 
the intensity function is 
N 
~(x) = h- 1 L K {(x - Xi)/h} . 
i= l 
We shall derive the distribution of this es timator in Chapter 3, and therefore delay 
discussion of its bias and variance until then. 
1.5 Bootstrap confidence bands for kernel curve 
estimates 
In a non-parametric setting, the bootstrap is a Monte Carlo based method of obtain-
ing properties of the distribution of a particular statistic without making assump-
tions about its distributional form. Much of the recent research into the bootstrap is 
aimed at finding reliable , automatic, data-based methods of calculating confidence 
intervals , but bootstrap methods can also be used to determine other measures of 
statistical ac~uac y such as bias and prediction error. 
Traditional confidence intervals for a parameter 0 are often based on the distri-
bution of the asymptotically pivotal statistic T = (0 - 0) /'r(B) , where -r(B) is an 
appropriate sample-based scale estimate, or on the non-pivotal statistic S = 0 - 0. 
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Bootstrap confidence intervals based on T , known as percentile-t intervals , can be 
shown to be more accurate than intervals based on S, known as percentile intervals; 
see Beran (1987) and Hall (1992a). We shall derive below the symmetric percentile-t 
bootstrap confidence interval for a single parameter 0, but shall first introduce some 
necessary concepts and notation. 
We regard the parameter 0 as a functional of the population distribution func-
tion F , and denote it 0(F). The bootstrap estimate of 0(F) is the same functional 
of the empirical distribution function F: 8 = 0(F). For example, the bootstrap esti-
mate of the population meanµ= J xdF(x) is the sample mean X = J xdF(x). Let 
X * = (X; , ... , X~) be a resample drawn from the original sample X = (X1 , ... , Xn), 
let ff· be the empirical distribution function of the resample, and let e· = 0( fe·) 
be the same functional of the bootstrap resample. Then T *, the bootstrap estimate 
of T , is obtained by replacing 8 by B* and 0 by 8 in the expression for T , so that 
T * = (B* -8)/T(B*). The bootstrap ' works" because by judicious choice of the sam-
pling mechanism, the distribution of T * conditional on X , known as the bootstrap 
distribution of T *, is the same as that of T . 
A symmetric a% confidence interval for T is given by (-t , t), where P(-t ~ 
T ~ t) = a. Without making assumptions about the distribution of T we estimate 
the quantile t by the bootstrap as follows. A number, B , of resamples are drawn 
from X , T * is calculated for each resample, and our es timate i of t is the a-level 
quantile of the empirical distribution of IT*I. The symmetric percentile-t bootstrap 
confidence interval for 0 is then simply (8 - if , 8 +if). 
In conventional problems with a fixed number of parameters and unknown distri-
bution function F , bootstrap confidence intervals for 0 are more accurate than tra-
ditional Normal approximation intervals. The reason , which is revealed by an Edge-
worth expansion argument (see for example Singh (1981) , and Hall (1988 , 1992a)) , 
is that the bootstrap correctly estimates first order departures from normality which 
are due to skewness, whereas traditional Normal theory does not. The essence of the 
argument (see Hall (1992a, p83)) goes as follows: the pivotal statistic Tis generally 
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asymptotically Normal, and so its distribution function can be expanded as 
G(x) = P(T s; x) = cp (x) + n-1l2q(x)</>(x) + O(n-1 ) , {1.6) 
where q is an even quadratic polynomial and~ ,</> are respectively the standard Nor-
mal distribution and density functions . The bootstrap estimate of G can similarly 
be expanded as 
where the polynomial q is obtained from q by replacing unknowns such as skewness 
by their bootstrap es timates. Since q - q = Op(n- 112 ), 
that is , the bootstrap approximation to G is in error by only n-1 . This is an 
improvement over the usual Normal approximation , G ~ ~ , which is in error by 
n-1 / 2 as shown in {1.6). 
In kernel curve estimation , only the data points within a neighbourhood of width 
h of x contribute to the estimate at x, and so the effective sample size is nh rather 
than n. The smaller effective sample size leads to a worsening of the convergence 
rate, but bootstrap methods still perform better than Gaussian theory methods, as 
we shall see below. 
The effective sample size of nh can be interpreted as meaning that our procedure 
is equivalent to estimating h-1 ":: n 115 parameters , a number which increases with 
n. Thus curve estimation problems are sometimes referred to as infinite (number 
of) parameter problems. 
A confidence band for a curve ,( x) on an interval I is the region between two 
curves, LB( x) and UB(x) , x E I , where LB(x) and UB(x) are chosen to ensure 
that th true curve is covered by the band [LB(x) , UB(x)] with probability o: ; that 
1s , 
P{LB(x) s; ,(x) s; UB(x) for all x EI}= o:. 
When d termining a confidence band on I or a simultaneous confidence interval for 
a finit e s t of points in I , rather than a confidence interval for a single point, our 
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interest moves from Tor ITI to supz T(x) or supz IT(x)I . The asymptotically pivotal 
statistic T(x) = {i(x) - ,(x)}/T{'Y(x)} is a stochastic process in x which can be 
shown to converge to a stationary Gaussian process U(x) with known covariance 
structure. 
Confidence bands can be constructed based on the distribution of supz U(x) . 
Extreme value theory for Gaussian processes has been well studied; see for example 
Hall (1979), Leadbetter et al (1983). The extreme value method of constructing con-
fidence bands for kernel curve estimates was first proposed in Bickel and Rosenblatt 
(1973) for kernel density estimates. However, the convergence of U(x) to supz U(x) 
is so slow, typically (log nt1 , see Hall (1991), that extreme value confidence bands 
are of no use in practice, being much too wide, unless the sample size is simply 
enormous. 
The bootstrap , then , is an especially useful tool for the construction of confidence 
limits or bands for kernel curve estimates, allowing us to empirically estimate the 
distribution of supzT(x). The convergence of the bootstrap approximation to the 
distribution of supz T(x) can be shown to be much faster than (log n)-1; for example, 
Hall (1991) derives the rate of (nht1l 2 (log n) 2 in the case of the kernel density 
estimator. In Chapter 3, we derive a similar comparison for the kernel intensity 
estimator. 
In the case of non-parametric curve estimation, the algorithm described above 
produces a confidence interval for E 1' rather than for I itself. Recall that the 
bootstrap approximates the distribution of (1 - 1 )/T(7) by that of (i* - 1)/T(i*). 
However , as 1' is a "linear" function of the data in the sense that ')' = ~?=1 f(Xi) 
for some function f , 7* = ~f=1 f(Xt) has the property that E (i*IX) = 1', so that 
bias (i*I X) = 0. Note that 1' - 1 = 1' - E7 + bias (7). Then in estimating the 
distribution of 1' - 1 by that of 7* - 1', we are estimating bias (1) by bias (i*). 
But bias (1'*) = O so that we are effectively setting bias (1) to zero and es timating 
(1- E7) /T(7) not (1- 1 )/T(7). 
In the remainder of this thesis , we will explicitly recognise that the bootstrap 
algorithm produces confidence intervals for E 1' by expressing statistics such as 
T and T* in the form T(x) = {'Y(x) - E7(x)} /T{7(x)} and T*(x) = {'Y*(x) -
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Ei*(x)} / T{i*(x)} . Confidence intervals for Ei can be corrected for bias to obtain 
the required confidence intervals for 1 . 
The simplest method of bias correction is to undersmooth i to such an extent 
that its bias becomes negligible. Our confidence interval can then be regarded as one 
for I as well as for E i- We will use this approach in Chapter 3. Another frequently 
used method is to explicitly correct the confidence interval for bias using an estimate 
of the asymptotic bias (for example (-lY ~"'hr j(rl(x) in the case of density estima-
tion) . Bootstrap iteration could also potentially be used to increase the accuracy of 
the bootstrap estimate in this context ; see for example Hall (1992a). However , it is 
possible that adding another level of bootstrap sampling and calculation of coverage 
probabilities would increase the computing time above practical limits in the case 
of confidence bands. 
This completes our general overview of the bootstrap but we will now add some 
more specific details. In general, the bootstrap resamples X * are drawn from X , 
and the bootstrap estimate of O(F) is O(F) , where Fis the empirical distribution 
function . However , it has also been proposed to smooth the sample empirical dis-
tribution function and resample from that , thereby avoiding repeated values in the 
resample X *; see for example Silverman and Young (1987). Although Silverman and 
Young show that in some cases the smoothed bootstrap does improve performance, 
Hall et al (1989) show that smoothing is really only beneficial when the quantities 
under study depend in some way on local properties of the underlying distribution 
F. The unknown factor in this is how much to smooth. Hall (1992a) suggests 
that we should not smooth too much; oversmoothing causes a sharp deterioration in 
performance. In Chapter 3, we use both the smoothed bootstrap and conventional 
bootstrap resampling. 
1.6 Motivation and summary of thesis 
In industrial settings , observations may be collected in the form of point events 
occurring randomly in space or time; such events might be for example the time 
of accidents, the failure times of machines , or the location of point faults along a 
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Figure 1.7: Cumulative number of coal mining disasters: 1851- 1962 
railway track. The analysis of industrial accidents usually aims to determine possible 
trends in the rate of occurrence of these events: an increase in the occurrence rate 
would lead to action to introduce new preventative measures. Similarly the analysis 
of failure times of industrial equipment concentrates on trends in the failure rate. 
In both cases, the main interest may be in either the global trend of a series of data 
or in early detection of an undesirable trend in the most recent data. 
In this thesis we shall analyse the intensity of coal mining disasters using the 
classic data set given by Jarrett (1979) and previously studied by (among others) 
Maguire et al (1952) , Barnard (1953) , Cox and Lewis (1966) and Boneva et al (1970) . 
The data set gives the time interval in days between 190 successive severe explosions 
in mines for the period 15 March 1851 to 22 March 1962. The cumulative number 
of disasters is plotted against tin Figure 1.7. 
A major issue in previous analysis of these data has been the detection of trends 
in the accident rate. For example, both Barnard (1953) and Cox and Lewis (1966) fit 
exponential models to the intensity function , thereby showing that it is decreasing. 
However , in our view, kernel estimation of this intensity, as used in Diggle (1985) , 
Diggle and Marron (1988) and this thesis , is a more flexible tool for preliminary 
analysis as it shows not only the general decreasing trend , but also reveals peaks at 
about 8,000 days and 32,000 days (see Figure 2.6 , panels C and D, on page 44). 
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In Chapter 3, we develop methods for calculating confidence bands for the in-
tensity function of an inhomogeneous Poisson process , and apply them to the coal 
mining disaster data. Using this confidence band, we can not only address the 
same issue of global trend as is answered by parametric analysis, but also determine 
whether the additional information about the data revealed by the non-parametric 
analysis, the apparent peaks, is likely to be real or merely a chimera of the non-
parametric methodology. 
It is especially important in the case of intensity estimation to adequately adjust 
for edge effects because the process continues unobserved outside the observation 
interval and more data might become available at any time. The boundary bias 
would ideally be no larger than the bias in the interior so that if more recent data 
became available, the estimate based on the smaller old data set would co-incide 
with that based on the new enlarged data set . We also note that if early detection 
of undesirable trends in the most recent data is the main purpose of the analysis, it 
is essential that the boundary bias be properly adjusted . 
In Section 1.3 , we described the traditional boundary kernel, reflection and cut-
and-rescale methods of reducing boundary bias. Clearly the boundary kernel method 
is the mos t effective, reducing the boundary bias from 0 (1) to 0 (hr) , the size of 
the interior bias , whereas the reflection and cut-and-rescale methods reduce the 
boundary bias to only 0( h). 
However , the speed and ease of application of an estimator are very important 
considerations for the applied statistician-complex methods tend not to be used if 
there are simple methods that are nearly as good . The boundary kernel es timator 
shares a major drawback with the cut-and-rescale estimator , namely, its implemen-
tation is complicated in that a different kernel is constructed at each es timation point 
in the boundary region. In addition , the computation of that kernel requires solving 
a system of equations . On the other hand , the reflection estimator is extremely sim-
ple to apply: the same kernel is used throughout the estimation interval and that 
kernel is simple to implement. Clearly then , there is a place for a new estimator 
which combines the best features of the boundary kernel and reflection estimators: 
boundary bias of order 0( hr) and applicability over the whole stimation interval. 
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In Chapter 2, we describe a new method for reducing the boundary bias of 
kernel estimators of arbitrary order which has these best features. The proposed 
technique involves generating pseudodata beyond the support of the density f , then 
using the pseudodata as well as the original data in the usual kernel estimator , 
thereby boundary-correcting the estimator. The pseudodata are simple to generate: 
they are formed using linear combinations of the order statistics of the sample, 
with coefficients that vary according to the order of the kernel. We show that the 
kernel es timators produced in this way have optimal orders of bias and variance 
throughout the estimation interval. Our method is applied to simulated data and 
optimal pseudodata generation rules are proposed. We compare the performance of 
our method with the traditional methods , and find that our method outperforms the 
traditional optimal boundary kernel method when f'(O) > 0. Finally, we compare 
pseudodata, reflection and boundary kernel intensity estimators on the coal mining 
disaster data. 
In Chapter 3 we develop theory and methods for calculating confidence bands for 
the intensity function of an inhomogeneous Poisson process. Unlike Diggle (1985) 
and Diggle and Marron (1988), we treat the Poisson process as genuinely non-
stationary rather than as a Cox process. This requires us to derive the asymptotic 
distribution of X(x) - EX(x). Our work complements that of Diggle and of Diggle 
and Marron on point estimation, as well as contributing new results on confidence 
reg10ns. 
Several different bootstrap resampling algorithms are suggested, ranging from 
resampling from a Poisson process with intensity equal to that estimated non-
parametrically from the data, to resampling the data points themselves in much 
the same way one would use the bootstrap in problems involving independent and 
identically distributed observations. For each different resampling method a vari-
ety of percentile-t ways of constructing confidence bands is described , producing 
bands whose width varies in proportion to standard deviation, or is approximately 
constant , depending on taste. Confidence intervals for EX are corrected for bias , 
producing intervals for A. Edge effects are removed using our pseudodata estimator. 
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-The effectiveness of our different approaches is demonstrated theoretically, numeri-
cally for simulated data, and applied to the coal mining data. 
As well as the link formed between Chapters 2 and 3 by applying the methodology 
developed in Chapter 2 in Chapter 3, there is a theoretical connection through the 
relationship between order statistics and Poisson processes; see for example Karlin 
(1966). Table 1.1 shows the parallels between them which are used in this thesis. 
The correspondence allows a similar technique to be used in the proofs of The-
orems 2.1 and 3.2. We derive the respective distributions of the density (and 
intensity) estimators by putting the Taylor expansion for X (i) (and X i) around 
p-1 (i/n) (and M - 1 (i/ l)) into the definition of J( x ) (and ~(x)) . A second Tay-
lor expansion gives us a deterministic term (nht1 I:i K [{x - F - 1 (i / n)} / h] (and 
h- 1 I:i K [{x - M- 1 (i/ l)} / h]) plus stochastic terms . We derive the asymptotic dis-
tribution of these statistics. 
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Order statistics 
Density f(x) 
Distribution function: U = F(X) 
U = F(X) 
i / n 
/ 
U (i ) has a Beta( i , n - i + 1) distribution 
E U(i) = i/(n + 1) "'i/n 
E X(i ) "'p- 1 (i/n) 
Poisson processes 
Intensity A(x) 
Integrated rate function: Y = A(X) 
Y= IM(X) 
7 
Y;/1 / 
Y; has a Gamma(l , i) distribution 
E (Y; / l) = i/ l 
EXi"' M- 1 (i/l) 
Table 1.1: Parallels between order statistics and Poisson processes 
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Chapter 2 
A pseudodata method of 
removing boundary bias in kernel 
density estimation 
2.1 Introduction 
The classical approach to correcting edge effects in kernel density estimation is to 
use "boundary" or "edge" kernels towards the ends of the interval of estimation; 
see Gasser and Muller (1979), Gasser et al (1985) and Miiller (1984, 1988, 1991) . 
However , to the extent that the boundary kernel approach requires a different kernel 
in the boundary regions , it is more complex than the usual method. In this chapter , 
we suggest a new technique for removing edge effects in kernel estimators of arbitrary 
order. It is particularly simple to implement , and permits a minor variant of the 
usual estimator (1.1), to be constructed right up to the ends of the interval. 
The reflection procedure for reducing boundary bias in kernel density estimation 
has been discussed by Schuster (1985), Silverman (1986, p29ff) and Cline and Hart 
(1991) . However , it is not as adaptable as the techniques considered here. In 
particular , straight data reflection does not adequately correct for a discontinuity 
in the density and its derivatives such as may occur at the boundaries. Therefore, 
straight reflection cannot sufficiently adjust the boundary bias in kernel estimators 
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of order 2 or more. Our techniques also have significant advantages in related 
estimation problems where straight reflection is oft en advocated; see for example the 
work of Diggle and Marron (1988) on estimating the intensity of an inhomogeneous 
point process. 
Fan (1992) adds kernel weights to the locally linear least squares regression con-
cepts of Stone (1977) and Cleveland (1979). Fan and Gijbels (1992) show that locally 
linear kernel regression estimators automatically reduce boundary bias to the same 
order as the interior. Local linear kernel fits can also be applied in density estima-
tion by binning the data then regarding the binned density as a kind of "response" 
which is equal to the true density plus some random error; see Jones (1989) and 
Hall and Wand (1994). Cheng (1994) shows that the mean squared error of a local 
linear kernel density estimator attains the minimax lower bound at the boundaries , 
and hence no estimator can be better in a minimax sense. 
Rice and Rosenblatt (1983) discuss edge effect problems in the context of spline 
estimation of a regression mean , Rice (1984) suggests jackknife methods for kernel 
regression estimators , and Hall and Wehrly (1991) describe a hybrid method, based 
on both reflection and boundary kernels , for the same problem. 
In Section 2.2 we introduce our rules for generating pseudodata outside the in-
terval of estimation. These data are linear functions of the order statistics of the 
original sample, with weights varying with the order of the kernel. The pseudodata 
are incorporated into the usual density estimator to produce a boundary-corrected 
version. Section 2.3 describes the theoretical properties of our technique. In partic-
ular , we show that corrected kernel estimators constructed in this way enjoy op timal 
orders of bias and variance right up to the endpoints of the interval of estimation. 
The bias reduction property of our method is the key to the applicability of the usual 
bandwidth selection methods in the present setting. However, we do not develop 
explicit theory for bandwidth selection, since in view of the results in Section 2.3 
that theory closely parallels classical work in the area ( see for example Silverman 
(1986, p48ff) on cross-validation and Sheather and Jones (1991) for plug-in meth-
ods), and o is readily anticipated. The numerical properties of our procedure are 
discussed in Section 2.4. We give guidelines for constructing pseudodata generation 
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rules, and compare our estimator to traditional boundary bias correction methods . 
In a simulation study, for densities on [O , 1] with positive slope at x = 0, our method 
was found to have lower mean squared error at x = 0 than the boundary kernel 
method , especially for small sample sizes. 
2.2 Methodology 
Suppose that a random sample , X1 , . .. , Xn , is drawn from a distribution F with 
density f on the interval I= [O , 1]. Let us assume that f has r bounded, uniformly 
continuous derivatives on I. In such circumstances the density estimator J defined 
in (1.1) would typically use an rth order kernel satisfying the conditions in (1.2). 
In this setting, we shall describe the generation of pseudodata on (-oo , 0) , and 
the construction of a variant of f corrected for edge effects at the origin. Density 
estimation at the right boundary of I may be treated analogously. 
Let X(i) < ... < X(n) be the order statistics of the sample X1 , ... , Xn , and 
put X(o) = 0. For any real number t E (0 , n) , define X (t) by linear interpolation 
among X(o) , X(l) , . . . , X(n)· Let G = p-1 be the quantile function of the X ;'s. Our 
pseudodata generation method is based on the relationship (proved in Lemma 2.1) 
E X(i) = G(i/n) + O(n-1H) for all 8 > 0, as follows. We estimate an extension of 
G on (-oo, 0) , denoted G, with the property that f;.(k)(O-) = G(k)(o+) for O ~ k ~ 
r + l. We then generate pseudodata, denoted X(-i) , using X(-i) = G(-i / n). 
We want our boundary correction method to be simple. We therefore estimate 
the extension of G by fitting a polynomial of degree d with intercept zero to the 
points on the empirical quantile function (~,X(Aii)) , ... , (~ , X(A,i )), wheres~ d 
and A1 , ... , A$ are positive constants. This gives 
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A = 
~ (~)2 (~l n 
m = [-*,(-*)2, ... , (-*)df , and a= [a1, ... ,a8 jT . Writing X = A c+E and using 
ordinary least-squares to estimate c, we get c = (AT At1 AT X. We generate the 
pseudodata X (-i) using 
X(-i) 21(-*) + c2(-*)2 + · · · + cd(-*)d = cT m 
8 
xT A(AT At1m = XT a= L ajX(A;i) , 
j=l 
where a= A(AT At1m. Thus , AT a= m, or I:i =l ajA~ = (-l)i, 1 ::::; i::::; d. 
Note that the reflection technique for generating pseudodata is the pseudodata 
rule with d = 1, s = 1 and A1 = l. We expect that pseudodata generation rules 
using higher values of d and s will better capture the shape of the quantile function, 
thereby giving better estimates off. In general, we will use d= r , and in Section 2.3 
we give the distribution of our estimator for both d = r and d = r + l. 
More formally, the pseudodata X (-i) are given by 
• 
x (- i) = L ajX(A;i) 1 ::::; i ::::; [n/ max(Ai)], (2. 1) 
j=l 
where a1 , .. . , an are real numbers and A1 , .. . , An are positive real numbers such 
that 
• 
I:ajA~ = (-l)i, 1::::; i::::; r . (2.2) 
j=l 
Obviously, these equations have solutions in ai and Ai ifs 2 r. 
The case r = 2 is of greatest practical interest and there we suggest taking s = 2 
or 3. We give below two examples of (2.1) in this context: 
3(c - 1) X(i) + (1 - 3c) X(2i) + cX(3i), 
3(c - 5) X(i/3) + 3(2 - c) X(2i/3) + cX (i), 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
for an arbitrary constant c. Setting c = 0 in (2.3) we obtain a simple two-point 
pseudodata generation rule, 
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Putting c = ~ in (2 .3), and c = \0 in (2.4), we obtain three-point rules with coeffi-
cients whose absolute values are close to one another : 
x (- il -x(il - x (2iJ + ~ x (3iJ 
x (-i) - sx(i/3) - 4X(2i/3) + 13° x (il . 
Our generalized , edge-corrected kernel estimator J is given by 
J ( x) = ( n h )-1 [ t K { ( x - X i)/ h} + ~ K { ( x - X ( -i)) / h}] , x > 0 , 
where m denotes an integer of larger order than nh but smaller order than n. As 
we shall show in Section 2.3 , if x > 0 is fixed , then for all sufficiently large n , J = j 
where the la t ter is the classical , uncorrected kernel estimator defined at (1.1 ). Thus, 
our edge correction has very little impact on J away from the origin . However , fo r 
x close to zero, the pseudodata X (- i) contribute to Jin a nontrivial way, rendering 
the orders of its bias and variance equal to hr and (n ht 1 respectively - exactly 
their sizes away from zero . Hence, the estimator J corrects appropriately for edge 
effects near the origin. 
Moreover we shall show that if condition (2.2) extends to j = r + 1 then not only 
does j have bias of order hr , but the bias admits the classical asymptotic formula 
(- lr ~ t,; hr l rl(x ) uniformly on [O, 1]. 
r. 
As vast numbers of pseudodata generation rules can be produced , in our simula-
tion study we shall examine several factors involved in the construction of pseudo-
data genera tion rules. These fact ors are discussed below, following the eight rules 
selected for the simulation study: 
X (- il = -!X(i) + ¼X(4i) , i = 1, . . . , [n / 4] 
X (- il = - 3X(il + X (2i) , i = 1, ... , [n / 2] 
X (-i) = - 9X(i/3) + 2X(i), i = 1, ... , n 
X (-il = -24X(i/4l + lOX(i/2) , i = 1, .. . , n 
X (-il = -X(il - X (2i) + ~X(3i), i = 1, . . . , [n / 3] 
X (-i) = - 6X(il + 4X(2i) - X (Ji), i = 1 ... , [n/3] 
X (-i) = - 20X(i/2) + 15X(il - 4X(3i/2), i = 1, . . . , [2r.y 3] 
X (-i) = - 5X(i/3) - 4X(2i/3) + 13° X (i) , i = 1, .. . , n . 
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2PR1 
2PR2 
2PR3 
2PR4 
3PR1 
3PR2 
3PR3 
3PR4 
I 
1. The spacing of the Aj . Considerations from experimental design lead us to 
prefer using equally spaced Aj. All rules except 2PR1 and 2PR3 use equally 
spaced Aj . 
2. The size of max Aj. The extension of G should ideally be based only on the 
portion of G that is close to the boundary. Therefore, we should use small 
rather than large values for the Aj . In our simulations , we will compare rules 
2PR3 , 2PR4 and 3PR3 and 3PR4, which use points close to the boundary to 
generate X(-i), with the other rules which take data from further from the 
boundary. 
3. The size of min Aj . Rules with small Aj have large coefficients at rules 
2PR4 and 3PR3 have particularly large aj. While the asymptotic bias of 
the pseudodata estimator does not involve the coefficients of the pseudodata 
generation rule, the asymptotic variance of the estimator increases with Ai 
and a j and we expect to find that the estimator based on these rules will have 
high variance at the boundaries . 
4. Extension of condition (2.2) to j = r + 1. All the rules above satisfy the equa-
tions (2.2) for r = 2. However , 3PR2 and 3PR3 also satisfy these equations 
for j = r + l = 3, and therefore have the classical asymptotic bias (1.3) right 
up to the endpoints of the estimation interval. 
2.3 Asymptotic theory 
We first address the extent to which the pseudodata X(-i) are negative and decreas-
ing in i. For small values of i/n, Corollary 2.1 gives 
E X(-i) "' -( i/n) J(o) - 1 . 
Thus on average, and for small i/n, the pseudodata lie to the left of the origin and 
b come successively more negative as i increases. Stochastic variability can mean 
that this r sult fails to be strictly correct for X(-i) , rather than for the average 
value of X(i) , although the numerical work in Section 2.4, and the theory developed 
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in the present section, show that these random fluctuations do not cause practical 
difficulties. 
We cannot necessarily expect even the expected value of X(-i) to be negative if i 
is large . To appreciate why, let qa denote the a -level quantile of the distribution of 
X , and observe that for any c: > 0 we may choose F such that q2a - 3qa > 0 for o: 's 
in an open interval J ~ (0 , c:). Therefore, if X (-i) = X (2i) - 3X(i) is the two-point 
rule suggested in Section 2.2 then we expect X (- i) to be positive if i/n E J . Similar 
examples may be described for more general rules . 
For these reasons , the integer m = m(n) employed in the definition of j should 
be chosen to be of smaller order than n. We also ask that m be of larger order than 
nh; this ensures that J uses all of the first 0( nh) values of pseudodata, these being 
the ones that are most important to edge correction. When K is an rth order kernel 
it is optimal to take h to be of size n- 1/(2r+1), and so we ask that m be of larger order 
than n 2r/(2r+l) but of smaller order than n{2r/(2r+l )}+11 , for some T/ E (0 , 1/(2r + 1)). 
Our main result describing the performance off is given in the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1 Let K be a compactly supported rth order kernel with two bounded 
derivatives . Define"'= J ur K(n)du . Suppose f is supported on {0,1}, has r bounded, 
Holder continuous derivatives on [0, 1], and (for simplicity of exposition) f (0) > 0. 
Let h ,.__, const .n - 1/(2r+1), and let m be an order of magnitude larger than n 2rf(2r+i) , 
and an order smaller than n{2rf(2r+1)}+ 11 , where O ::; TJ ::; 1/ (2r + 1) . Then if T/ is 
sufficiently small (depending on the index of Holder continuity) , we find that 
]( x) = f(x) + hr {(-It~ K.jCrl(x) + 1(x)} + (nht 112 <r(x)Nn(x) 
r! 
+ op{hr + (nhtl / 2} (2.5) 
uniformly in 0 ::; x ::; (1 - c:') for arbitrary fixed E' > 0, where E (Nn) = 0 E (N~) = 
l , Nn(x ) is asymptotically Normal N(0 , 1) for any sequence x = x(n) E [O , 1 - c:'], 
,(x) 
C 
<r(x)2 
C f 00 (z - xh- 1t +1 K'( z )dz, 
Jx/h 
{ (r + l)!}- 1 J(or+2{( d/ dy t+1 p - 1 (y) ly=o}{ t aiAi+i - (-1r+i} , 
3= 1 
f( x ) ( j K 2) + T(x) , 
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To interpret these results , first note that because of the compact support of K , 
1 and r both vanish on [ch , oo) for some c > 0. Therefore, if x > ch then (2.5) 
reduces to the classical asymptotic expression for bias and error-about-the-mean of 
a kernel density estimator 
f(x) = f(x) + (-lr :, "'hr f (rl(x) + (n h)- 112 {f(x) ( / K 2 ) }112 Nn(x) 
+Op{/{+ (nht1/ 2 } , 
where Nn(x) has zero mean , unit variance and is asymptotically Normal N(O ,l ). 
Both I and r are uniformly bounded on [O, oo ), and so (2.5) shows that J has 
bias and variance of orders hr and ( nh }-1 respectively, even arbitrarily close to the 
origin. Thus J has effectively coped with edge effects . 
If the constants ai and Ai are chosen so that 
6 L ajAtl = (-1r+1 
j=l 
or equivalently if the constraint (2.2) extends to j = r + 1, then C = 0 and so 
1 = 0 on [O, oo). In this case, the asymptotic bias of J admits the classical form 
1 (-lr- K-hr jlr)(x) , even for X = 0. 
r! 
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Figure 2.1: Factors influencing sign of X (i)· Two G(u) curves : curve through 
diamond~ has G" > 0, curve through triangles has G" < 0. A pseudodatum 
X (-i) = G(-i/n) is negative if G" < 0 (f'(0) > 0) but may be positive for large i if 
G" > 0 (f' (0) < 0) and the axis of G is close to u = 0. 
2.4 Numerical results 
2.4.1 Location of pseudodata 
To consider in more detail the circumstances in which a pseudodata point may be 
positive, we shall focus on the case r = 2, which is generally used in practice , and let 
s = 2 or 3. When r = 2, our pseudodata method is equivalent to fitting a parabola 
through the origin to 2 or 3 points on G, the empirical quantile function , and taking 
x(-i) to be G(-i/n) , where G(u) = C1U + C2u2. 
If c2 < 0, the parabola is "head up", and the axis of the parabola will be to 
the right of the origin. In this case, we will always obtain negative pseudodata. 
However , if c2 > 0 and the axis of the parabola, u = -ci/(2c2 ) is close to the 
vertical axis, then although we will obtain negative pseudodata for small i , we will 
obtain positive values for large values of i . These points are illustrated in Figure 2. 1. 
Equating the coefficients e; in the expression for G( u) above with those in the 
Taylor expansion for G around u = 0, we have c1 = G'(0) and c2 = G"(0)/2 . Thus 
we may generate positive pseudodata if u = - G'(0) / G"(0) = f2(0) / f' (0) is small 
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Figure 2.2: Empirical quantile function G and extensions at both boundaries for 2000 
observations from f(x) = H sin(27rx) + l}I[o,11(x). The pseudodata were generated 
using X (-i) = -9X(i/3) + 2X(i)· The horizontal axis is i/n, and the vertical axis is 
x(i)· 
and negative. (Note that G'(u) = [f{G(u)}J-1 and G"(u) = -f'{G(u)} / f3{G(u)} .) 
Thus if f'(0) < 0, our method may generate positive pseudodata if f'(0) is large 
and/or f(O) is small. 
In Figure 2.2, we illustrate the empirical quantile function G for 2000 observa-
tions from f( x) = {¾ sin(27rx) + 1} I[o,11(x) , and its extensions at both boundaries 
formed by pseudodata generated using X(-i ) = -9X(i/3) + 2X(i)· We chose this den-
sity since f'(0) > 0 at the left boundary and f'(0) < 0 at the right boundary. For 
0 ::; i / n ::; 1, the graph shows G; for -1 ::; i / n ::; 0, the graph shows the extension 
beyond the left boundary; and for 1 ::; i/n ::; 2, we see the extension beyond the 
right boundary. The horizontal lines at X(i) = 0 and X (i) = 1 indicate the bounds 
of the es timation interval , between which we do not want pseudodata to lie. 
As is typically the case when f'(0) > 0, the pseudodata generated at the left 
boundary are negative and decreasing in i for at least a bandwidth beyond the 
boundary. However, it was observed that when f'(0) < 0, as is the case at the 
right boundary, the pseudodata do not always increase in i for a bandwidth in all 
samples before the turning point in the pseudodata path. This occurrence is more 
common in small data sets. In these cases, the best ad hoc but simple solution 
was found to be to truncate the pseudodata series at the turning point indicated 
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by a dot in the figure, and to repeat the series until the pseudodata extended for 
one bandwidth beyond the boundary. This solution is sufficiently efficient for the 
pseudodata estimator to outperform the reflection estimator for large values of f'(0) , 
but it is not sufficiently efficient for our estimator to consistently outperform the 
boundary kernel estimator when f'(0) < 0. Any pseudodata values which fell in 
(0 , 1) were excluded from J(x). 
2.4.2 Simulation study 
We undertook a simulation study in order to empirically evaluate the factors sur-
rounding pseudodata rule construction given on page 32 , using the eight pseudodata 
generation rules given there. Following the selection of the optimal pseudodata rule, 
we compared the boundary performance of the pseudodata, boundary kernel, reflec-
tion , cut- and-rescale and uncorrected estimators. 
In a complete study of boundary performance, we would compare the ability of 
the various estimators to reproduce the true values of f (0), f'(0) and f"(0) , using 
densities chosen to vary over each of these factors at a number of levels . However for 
compactness of exposition in our simulation study we compared the performance 
of the estimators over a range of values of f'(0) only. As discussed in Section 2.4.1 
the location of the pseudodata is strongly affected by the magnitude and sign of 
f'(0) , and so the study should therefore expose any weaknesses of the pseudodata 
es timator. 
The four truncated Normal mixture densities listed below and shown in Fig-
ure 2.3 on page 39 were used for the study. They were chosen because they have 
values of f'(0) of approximately -20, -10 , -5, -1, 1, 5, 10, and 20. The actual values 
of f'(0) for these densities are given in Table 2.1. Slopes at the right boundary are 
r ported as slopes at the left boundary after reflecting the density through x = 0.5 . 
f( x) {¼ c1 N(½, ¼2) + ¼ c2 N(1 , ¼2)} l[o,1)(x) (2.6) 
f( x) {½ C3 NU0 , 1\ 2) + ½ C4 N(f, 110 2)} l [o,11(x) (2.7) 
f( x) {½ cs N(-¾, ¼2) + f C6 N(%, ½2)} I [o,11(x) (2.8) 
f( x) {½ c1 N(-1, f) +½cs N(¼ , ½2)} I[o,1)(x) , (2.9) 
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1: 
Left boundary Right boundary 
f (x) f'(0) f'(0) 
(2 .6) 1.20 5.99 
(2.7) 23.42 12.76 
(2.8) -17.27 -4.10 
(2.9) -9.51 -1.16 
Table 2.1: Boundary slopes of the densities used in the simulation study (reported 
as slopes at x = 0) 
where, C1 = {<J?(4)- <J?(-1)}-1 , Cz = {<J?(l ) - <J?(-4)r1, C3 = {<J?( 227 )- <J?(-i)}-
1
, 
C4 = { <J? ( ¼ ) - <J> ( - 345 )} - 1 ' C5 = { <J? ( 258 ) - <J? ( ? ) r 1, C(l = { <J? ( - 1) - <J? ( - 3)} -1 ' C7 = 
{<I> (4) - <1?(2)} - 1 and c8 = {<I?(-½)- <J?(-½)}-1 . 
Using n = 200 and n = 2000 observations per sample, we drew 500 samples from 
each density. Comparisons of boundary behaviour were made using the root mean 
squared error , bias, and standard deviation of }(O ), and the mean size of the angle 
between the true and estimated densities at x = 0. Note that results at x = 1 were 
reported as results at x = 0. 
The boundary performance of the eight pseudodata generation rules is shown in 
Tables 2.2 to 2.5 starting on page 51. Based on these tables , we give the following 
guidelines for constructing pseudodata generation rules: 
1. We suggest using max(Aj) = 1 in (2.1). Rules 2PR1 , 2PR2, 3PR1 and 3PR2 
with larger max(Aj) had high bias , especially when f'(0) > 0. It seems that 
estimation of f(0) is based on points too far from the boundary. Rules with 
max(Aj) < 1 have high coefficients aj and so they produced pseudodata paths 
with relatively high stochastic variability, resulting in truncation problems. 
Also , the rules with large aj, 2PR4 and 3PR3, had large negative biases when 
f'(0) < 0. 
2. Rules 3PR2 and 3PR3 obey the constraint (2.2) for j = r + 1 and r = 2, and 
therefore have the classical asymptotic bias (1.3) throughout the boundary 
region. However , in our simulations, we observed no reduction in bias when 
using these rules, even in samples as large as 2000 observations. It appears 
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(2 .6) (2. 7) 
/ ( z ) = 0 c1 N( } , t2>+ ~ c2 N( f , t2 >} f[o ,l) ( z ) ' ( ) { l N( .L .L 2) l 7 .L 2 } " = 2 CJ 10 ' 15 + 2 C4 N(s , 10 ) 1(0 . 1] ( ,: ) 
0 .0 02 0.4 06 0 8 1.0 0 .0 02 0.4 0 .6 0 .6 
1.0 
(2.9) 
/ ( z ) = {½cr N( -1 , ½2 ) + ½ caN( ¼, ½2> } f[ o,l)( z ) 
0.0 0 .2 0 .4 0 .6 0 8 1 0 0.0 0 .2 
04 0.6 0 .8 10 
Figure 2.3: Densities used in simulation study 
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that larger values of n would be needed for this benefit to become evident . 
3. The best three-point rule , 3PR4, was found to be marginally better than the 
best two-point rule, 2PR3: it had lower MSE and better reproduced the shape 
of the curve in the boundary region ( measured by the angle between f' ( 0) and 
• I f (0)). 
The recommended pseudodata rule is 3PR4: 
X (-i) = -5X(i/3) - 4X(2i / 3) + 13° X (i), i = 1 , ... , n . 
The boundary performance of the pseudodata estimator (using 3PR4) and the 
uncorrected, boundary kernel, cut-and-rescale and reflection estimators is shown in 
Tables 2.6 and 2.7. 
As expected , in general , the pseudodata estimator has a lower MSE than the 
reflection es timator because it has lower absolute bias for both large and small 
sample sizes . Note that for small negative slopes our truncation method does not 
perform well enough for the pseudodata estimator to outperform reflection. More 
unexpectedly, we found that when f'(0) > 0, the pseudodata estimator had lower 
MSE than the boundary kernel estimator , especially in small samples. In this case , 
the boundary kernel estimator had very high variance: it appears to be more sample 
dependent than the other estimators . 
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the estimators for 10 samples from the densities (2 . 7) 
and (2 .8) using n = 2000 observations. In Figure 2.4 we see that for densities 
with f'(0) > 0, reflection and cut-and-rescale have high bias but low variance at 
the boundaries. Both boundary kernel and pseudodata methods are comparatively 
unbiased , but the boundary kernel method has a higher variance at the boundaries . 
Figure 2.5 shows that when f'(0) < 0, reflection and cut-and-rescale have high bias 
but low variance at the boundaries. The boundary kernel and pseudodata methods 
are relatively unbiased , but the pseudodata method has a much higher variance at 
the boundary than the boundary kernel method. 
To estimate a density known to increase or decrease at the boundary, for best per-
formance, the analyst would use boundary kernel edge correction when it decreases 
and pseudodata correction when it increases. 
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of boundary correction methods for f'(0) > 0. Estimates 
for 10 samples from density (2. 7), n = 2000. True density shown by solid line and 
estimates by dotted lines. 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of boundary correction methods for f'(0) < 0. Estimates 
for 10 samples from density (2 .8) , n = 2000. True density shown by solid line and 
estimates by dotted lines. 
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2.4.3 Analysis of coal mining data 
Our motivation for treating the boundary bias problem was provided by the classic 
coal mining disaster data set introduced in Section 1.6. Attempts by Diggle (1985) 
and Diggle and Marron (1988) to estimate the intensity of the underlying point 
process using kernel methods employed cut-and-rescale and reflection respectively 
to correct for edge effects at the ends of the observation interval. Particularly at the 
left-hand end , where the intensity is relatively high, it is of interest to know whether 
the intensity is increasing or decreasing , but reflection cannot provide an answer. 
The aim of Chapter 3 is to develop simultaneous confidence bands for the unknown 
intensity, and for that purpose behaviour at the ends is critical. 
Of course, since data beyond the interval ends are not available, the performance 
of the boundary bias correction methods cannot be evaluated with certainty on the 
original data set. Therefore we divided the data into exactly half, and applied 
boundary kernel , reflection and our pseudodata rules edge correction to either end 
of the two sub-samples obtained in this way, and compared the performance of the 
estimators at the breakpoint. We generated the pseudodata using the three-point 
rule 
X(-i) = -5X(,/3) - 4X(2i/3) + 13° X(, ), i = 1, ... , n , 
which was the best of the rules tested in our simulation study in Section 2.4.2, and 
used cross validation for bandwidth selection. 
Figure 2.6 shows the result of applying the different methods of edge correction 
to both ends of the two half data sets, and to the complete data set. It is clear 
that at the breakpoint , the pseudodata method of boundary adjustment gives the 
smallest difference between the two half data set estimates; and also, the half data set 
es timates are closest to the full data set estimate. Reflection performed poorly at the 
breakpoint , where it failed to take account of the direction in which the intensity 
is changing. The boundary kernel method did not perform well using either the 
bandwidths selected by cross validation, or the same bandwidths employed for the 
pseudodata method in D. Note that in the case of the boundary kernel methods , 
}(O) is highly bandwidth-dependent - compare panels A and B of Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 : Intensity of coal mining disasters : comparison of boundary kernel, re-
flection and pseudodata estimates. Solid line is estimate using complete data set . 
Dotted lines are estimates for the two half data sets in the intervals [0,10539] and 
[10539,40549]. Bandwidths were chosen using cross validation in A, C and D. The 
same bandwidths were used in B as in D. 
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2.5 Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Let F be the common distribution function of the variables Xi, put Ui = F(Xi) , 
and write U(1), ... , U( n) for the corresponding order statistics. Since f > 0 on ( 0 1:1 ) 
for some 0 < 1:1 < 1, then G = F - 1 is well-defined and strictly increasing on (0 , 1:1). 
Define G on (-oo, 0) to be the polynomial of degree r + 1 such that Q(k)(0-) = 
Q(k)(0+) for 0 :S k :Sr+ 1. By Lemma 2.1, for all 5 > 0, 
X(i) = G(i /n) + (U(i) - E U(i)) G'(i /n) + O(n-1+6) 
uniformly in 1 :Si :Sn, with probability one. Therefore the random variable X (-i) 
defined by (2. 1) satisfies 
(2. 10) 
s s 
Vi = L aj G(Aj i/n) ' and Yi = L aj(U(Aji) - E u(Aji)) G' (Aj i/n). 
j=l j=l 
Now, using Taylor expansion and the Holder continuity of G(r+l), 
Vi = L aj L (1/k!) (Aj i/nl G(k)(o) - {(r + l )!}-1 (Aj i/ny+ 1 c (r+l)(o) s [ r+l 
j=l k=O 
+ {(r + l)!} - 1 (Ai i/ny+1 G(r+ 1l( BAi i/n) ], 0 :S 0 :S 1 
• r+l L 1:(1/k!) aj(Aj i/nl c(kl(o) + O{(i/nr+lH }, 
j=lk=l 
where ~ is the Holder exponent of G(r+l). In view of (2.2), 
r+l 
Vi = 1:(1/ k!) (-i/nl Q(k)(0) - {(r + 1)!}-l (-i/ny+l Q(r+l)(0) 
k=l 
j=l 
G( -i/n) + 5i + O{(i/nt+1H} (2.11) 
uniformly in 1 :S i :S 1:3n , where 5i = {(r + l)!}-1 C1(i/ny+1 G(r+ll(0) and C1 = 
I:1 ~,;i~• ai A;+1 - ( - 1 y+1. 
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Combining (2.10) and (2.11) we deduce that 
uniformly in 1 ~ i ~ c4n , with probability one for all 8 > 0 and some ~ > 0. From 
this result and the facts that IG( -i/n)I = O(i/n), l8il = O{(i/nf+1 } , supi l!i l = 
O(n(-1+6')/2) for all 8 > 0 with probability one, and for some 8 > 0, m jn(1+6')/ 2 ---+ 
oo , we deduce that sup1::;i::;m IX(-i) I = O(mn-1 ) with probability one. Hence if 
nx0 /m---+ oo then , since K is compactly supported, }(x) = }(x) for all x ~ x0 , for 
all sufficiently large n. 
More generally, by Taylor expansion, 
m 
(nh)- 1 L K {(x - x (-i))/h} 
i=l 
m 
= (nh)- 1 L K { ( X - [G(-i/n) + 8i +Ii+ O{n-1+6 + (i/nr+lH}]) /h} 
i=l 
m m 
(nh)-1 L K[{x - G(-i/n)} / h] - (nh 2t 1 L (8i + Ii) K'[{x - G(-i/n)} / h] 
i=l i=l 
uniformly in - oo < x < oo, with probability one. Similarly but more simply, 
n 
i(x) = (nht 1 L K {(x - x (i))/h} 
i=l 
n 
(nh)-1 L K[{x - G(i/n)} / h] 
i=l 
(2. 12) 
n 
- (nh2t 1 L(U(i) - E U(i)) G'(i /n) K' [{x - G(i/n)} / h] + O(n-1+6 h- 2 ) 
i= l 
uniformly in x, with probability one. Adding (2.12) and (2.13) we obtain 
}(x) = µ1(x) - µ2(x) - b.(x) + O{n-1+6 h-2 + mn-2+6 h-2 
+ (m / nr+2+f. h-2 + (m/n)2r+3 h- 3} 
uniformly in x, with probability one, where 
n 
µ 1 (x) = (nht 1 I:' K[{x - G(i/n)} / h] , 
i=-m 
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(2.13) 
(2.14) 
.... 
! 
m 
µ2(x) = (nh2t 1 L 8i K' [{x - G(-i/n)} / h] 
i =l 
n 
~(x) = (nh2t 1 I:' Zi K' [{x - G(i /n)} / h] , 
i=-m 
Z i = (U(i) - EU(i)) G'(i/n) if i ~ 1, Z i = Y_ i if i ~ -1 , and I:' denotes summation 
over nonzero indices. 
Approximating series by integrals , and employing Taylor expansion, we may 
show that with C2 = {(r + l)!}-1 C1 G(r+l}(0) we have 
µ1( x) = 
= 
= 
µ2( x) = 
= 
= 
(nh)- 1 1-: K [{x - G(y /n )} / h] dy + O{(nht1} 
1-: K(u) f( x - hu)du + O{(nh)-1} 
f( x) + (-1r~ hr,,,f(rl(x) + o(hr) + O{(nh)-1} 
r. 
C2 (nh2)-1 lm (y /nr+1 K' [{x - G(-y/ n)} / h] dy + O{(nht1} 
C2 (nh2t 1 lm (y/nr+1 K' [{x + G'(0) y/ n} / h] dy + o(hr) + O{(nht 1} 
C2 hr G'(ot<r+ 2l f
00 (z - xh-1r+1 K'( z) dz+ o( hr) + O{(nht1} . 
lx /h 
Using Renyi 's representation of order statistics (David (1981 , page 21)) , we may 
show that ~ is asymptotically Normal N(O , E ~ 2 ) . If x E (0, 1) is fixed then 
E {~(x) 2} ""' (nht 1 f( x) j K 2. If x = x(n) E [O, 1) satisfies x -+ 0 as n -+ oo 
then E {~(x)2 } ""' (nht 1 f(x) j K 2 + v(x) , where, with¼= U(i) - E U (i), 
v(x) = (nh't' { E (Et, a; VA; i G'(A;i/n) K'[{ x - G(-i/n)} / hJ) 2 
+ 2 E ('Et ai VAji G'(Aii/n) K'[{x - G(-i/n)} / h]) 
i= l j=l 
x ("%; V. G'(i/n) K'[{ x - G(i/n)) / hi)} 
""' (nh2t2G'(0)2 { jtl jtlai1ai2 l m l mE(VAitYI VAhY2) 
x K'[{x - G(-yifn)} / h] K'[{x - G(-y2/n)} / h] dy1 dy2 
+ 2 t aj j m lm E (VAjYt Vm) K'[{x - G(-yifn)} / h] 
j=l 1 1 
x K'[{x - G(y2/n)} / h] dy1 dy2} 
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rv (nh2)-2 G'(0)2 { jtljtl ajl aj21rn lrn E(VAii Yl VAhY2 ) 
x K' [{x + G'(O) yifn)} / h] K' [{x + G'(O) Y2 /n)}/ h] dy1 dy2 
+ 2 t aj lrn lrn E (VAjYi VY2 )K'[ { X + G' (0) yi/n)} / h] 
j =l 1 1 
x K' [{x - G' (O) yifn )} / h] dy1 dy2} 
(n h) - 1 G'- 1 (0) { t t aj1 aj21= 1= min{Aji{u1 - xh-1), 
i 1=l h=l x/h x/h 
Ai2(u2 - xh-1)} K'(u1) K'(u2) du1 du2 
+ 2 t aj 1= du1 j x/h min {Aj(u1 - xh-1 ), (xh- 1 - u 2)} 
j=l x/h -= 
x K'(u1) K'(u2) du2}. 
If his of size n-1/(2r+1l , and mis of larger order than n2r /(2r+l ) but of smaller order 
than n {2r/(2r+ i )}+11 , then, choosing 8 and 1/ sufficiently small we may deduce (2.5) 
from the results from (2.14) down. • 
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Appendix 2A.1 
Lemmas 
Lemma 2.1 is the result upon which our pseudodata method is based. Since U(i) ,....., 
Beta(i, n - i + 1) , it follows that E U(il = i/(n + 1) = i/n + O(n-1 ) , and var U(i) = 
i(n - i + 1) / {(n + 2)(n + 1)2 } = O(n-1 ). 
Lemma 2.1 Using the notation and definitions of Theorem 2.1 , for all 5 > 0, 
X (il = G(i/n) + (U(i) - E U(i)) G'(i/n) + O(n-1+o) (A.1) 
uniformly in 1 :S i :S n , with probability one. 
Proof Since X(i) = G(U(i)), Taylor expansion about E U(i) gives 
x(i) G(E u(i)) + (U(i) - E u(i)) G'(E u(i)) 
+ ½(U(i) - E u(i)) 2 G" {E u(i) + 0(U(i) - E u(i))} , 0 :s 0 ::; 1. (A.2) 
We first show that sup1$i$n JU(i) - E U(i) I = O(n(-i+o) / 2 ) with probability one. 
Using Markov 's inequality, we have 
P( sup IU(i) - E U (i)I > t) 
1$i$n 
Put t = Cn(-1+5)!2. Then 
n 
< I: P(IU(i) - E u(i)I > t) 
i=l 
n 
< r 2kI:E(IU(il-EU(iJl 2k) 
i=l 
n 
< r2k LC n-k = O(r2kn-k+l ). 
i=l 
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since for all 5 > 0 we can choose k so that -k5 + 1 < 0. Thus for all .X > 0, since 
I: P(sup1~i~n IU(i) - E U(i) I > Cn(-t+o)/2 ) < oo, the Borel-Cantelli Lemma gives 
SUP1~i~n IU(i)-E u(i) I = O(n(-l+o)/2 ) a.s. Therefore, since supl~i~n (U(i)-E u(i)) 2 = 
O(n- 1+6) with probability one , and G" is bounded by assumption, 
uniformly in i with probability one. 
Finally, from (A.2), the above result , and using E U(i) = i/n + O(n- 1 ) , we have 
X(il = G(E U(i)) + (U(i) - E U(i)) G'(E U(i)) + O(n-1+5 ) 
= {G( i/n) + O(n-1)} + (U(i) - EU(i)) {G'( i/n) + O(n-1)} + O(n-1+5 ) 
G(i/n) + (U(i) - E U(i)) G'(i /n) + O(n- 1+6), 
proving the lemma. 
Corollary 2.1 For 1 :::; i :::; En where O < E < 1, 
E X(-i) ,...., -(i/n)f(0t 1 . 
Proof Taking expectations in equation (A.l), 
EX(il = G(i/n) + O(n-1+5 ) = G(0) + (i/n)G'(0) + O{(i/n)2 } ,...., (i/n)f(0t 1 . 
Therefore , 
• • 
EX(-i) = L ajE (X(Aji)),...., L aj(Aji/n)f(0t 1 = -(i/n)J(o)- 1 , 
j=l j=l 
as required. 
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Appendix 2A.2 
Tables: simulation results 
f'(0) n = 200 n = 2000 
2PR1 2PR2 2PR3 2PR4 2PR1 2PR2 2PR3 2PR4 
M 0.728 0.758 0.990 1.195 0.357 0.439 0.550 0.823 
-17.27 B -0.089 -0.287 -0.452 -0.943 0.052 0.052 -0.069 -0 .712 
s 0.722 0.702 0.882 0.733 0.353 0.436 0.545 0.412 
A 0.168 0.312 0.531 1.430 0.042 0.054 0.069 0.477 
M 0.692 0.548 0.730 0.961 0.503 0.439 0.363 0.637 
- 9.51 B 0.279 -0.080 -0.429 -0.828 0.379 0.245 -0.040 -0.524 
s 0.633 0.543 0.591 0.489 0.330 0.364 0.361 0.363 
A 0.135 0.459 0.868 1.796 0.034 0.073 0.110 0.695 
M 0.745 0.616 0.583 0.718 0.527 0.634 0.324 0.443 
- 4.10 B 0.428 0.266 -0.258 -0.530 0.456 0.527 0.068 -0.149 
s 0.609 0.555 0.523 0.485 0.264 0.353 0.316 0.417 
A 0.143 0.461 1.291 2.014 0.068 0.041 0.154 0.990 
M 0.211 0.302 0.452 0.451 0.074 0.171 0.183 0.243 
-1.16 B -0.005 0.076 -0 .107 -0.254 -0.050 0.131 0.035 -0.053 
s 0.211 0.293 0.439 0.373 0.054 0.110 0.180 0.238 
A 0.600 0.382 1.001 1.509 0.759 0.062 0.056 0.627 
Table 2.2: Comparison of two-point rules for f'(0) < 0: root mean squared error 
• I 
( denoted M) , bias (B) , standard deviation (S) and angle (A) between f'(0) and f (0) 
at x = 0. Simulation results were obtained using 500 independent samples of 200 
or 2000 observations from truncated Normal mixture densities on [0,1] having given 
values of f'(0). 
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f'(0) n = 200 n = 2000 
2PR1 2PR2 2PR3 2PR4 2PR1 2PR2 2PR3 2PR4 
M 0.138 0.196 0.136 0.096 0.054· 0.119 0.057 0.061 
1.20 B 0.071 0.118 0.037 0.025 0.038 0.097 0.010 0.001 
s 0.118 0.157 0.131 0.093 0.039 0.069 0.057 0.061 
A 0.645 1.012 0.369 0.193 0.474 0.997 0.238 0.182 
M 0.694 0.803 0.316 0.374 0.614 0.621 0.152 0.174 
5.99 B 0.599 0.686 0.075 -0.060 0.552 0.568 0.069 0.006 
s 0.350 0.418 0.307 0.369 0.270 0.252 0.136 0.174 
A 1.538 1.933 0.295 0.135 1.710 1.870 0.132 0.138 
M 0.821 0.789 0.416 0.638 0.628 0.581 0.211 0.249 
12.76 B 0.616 0.567 0.122 0.089 0.581 0.527 0.043 0.009 
s 0.544 0.548 0.398 0.632 0.239 0.245 0.207 0.249 
A 1.612 1.544 0.382 0.205 2.394 2.087 0.171 0.210 
M 0.877 0.933 0.460 0.406 0.795 0.702 0.246 0.264 
23.42 B 0.755 0.768 0.234 0.193 0.759 0.658 0.124 0.083 
s 0.446 0.530 0.396 0.357 0.238 0.246 0.213 0.251 
A 0.665 0.878 0.094 0.067 1.435 0.830 0.016 0.037 
Table 2.3: Comparison of two-point rules for f'(0) > 0: root mean squared error 
• I 
( denoted M) , bias (B) , standard deviation (S) and angle (A) between f'(0) and f (0) 
at x = 0. Simulation results were obtained using 500 independent samples of 200 
or 2000 observations from truncated Normal mixture densities on [0 ,1] having given 
values of f'(0). 
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f'(0) n = 200 n = 2000 
3PR1 3PR2 3PR3 3PR4 3PR1 3PR2 3PR3 3PR4 
M 1.027 1.096 1.025 0.873 0.389 0.996 0.625 0.489 
-17.27 B -0 .979 -1.076 -0 .983 -0.494 -0 .021 -0.978 -0 .563 -0.186 
s 0.310 0.207 0.291 0.720 0.388 0.191 0.272 0.452 
A 2.504 2.244 1.594 0.481 0.094 2.309 0.773 0.075 
M 0.423 0.709 0.862 0.615 0.383 0.445 0.602 0.373 
- 9.51 B -0.227 -0 .635 -0 . 795 -0.335 0.216 -0.357 -0.473 0.083 
s 0.356 0.316 0.333 0.516 0.317 0.266 0.372 0.364 
A 0.624 1.802 2.033 0.607 0.065 0.703 1.238 0.085 
M 0.344 0.358 0.596 0.476 0.504 0.148 0.353 0.316 
- 4.10 B 0.080 -0.176 -0.492 -0.141 0.406 -0.041 -0.147 0.115 
s 0.334 0.311 0.336 0.455 0.299 0.142 0.321 0.294 
A 1.090 1.751 2.137 0.956 0.031 2.113 1.554 0.119 
M 0.172 0.257 0.318 0.345 0.057 0.216 0.244 0.160 
-1.16 B 0.034 -0.051 -0. 188 -0.066 -0 .032 0.107 0.008 0.036 
s 0.168 0.252 0.256 0.339 0.048 0.187 0.244 0.156 
A 0.899 1.020 1.363 0.795 1.060 0.429 0.891 0.046 
Table 2.4: Comparison of three-point rules for f'(0) < 0: root mean squared error 
• I 
( denoted M) , bias (B), standard deviation (S) and angle (A) between f'(0) and f (0) 
at x = 0. Simulation results were obtained using 500 independent samples of 200 
or 2000 observations from truncated Normal mixture densities on [0 ,1] having given 
values of f'(0). 
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f'(O) n = 200 n= 2000 
3PR1 3PR2 3PR3 3PR4 3PR1 3PR2 3PR3 3PR4 
M 0.191 0.169 0.092 0.138 0.115 0.061 0.071 0.051 
1.20 B 0.140 0.099 0.013 0.046 0.096 0.032 0.016 0.012 
s 0.130 0.138 0.091 0.130 0.062 0.053 0.069 0.050 
A 1.138 0.841 0.213 0.427 1.006 0.345 0.300 0.238 
M 0.749 0.281 0.277 0.313 0.661 0.134 0.230 0.145 
5.99 B 0.662 0.151 -0.007 0.108 0.633 0.076 0.053 0.075 
s 0.350 0.237 0.277 0.294 0.191 0.110 0.224 0.125 
A 1.866 0.174 0.104 0.341 2.336 0.113 0.204 0.130 
M 0.884 0.641 0.529 0.412 0.611 0.515 0.483 0.191 
12.76 B 0.744 0.393 0.240 0.125 0.569 0.441 0.328 0.050 
s 0.478 0.507 0.472 0.393 0.223 0.266 0.354 0.184 
A 2.150 1.106 0.661 0.317 2.333 1.478 1.068 0.128 
M 1.801 0.713 0.604 0.454 0.781 0.563 0.488 0.240 
23.42 B 1.696 0.523 0.379 0.255 0.739 0.497 0.351 0.137 
s 0.608 0.485 0.470 0.376 0.254 0.265 0.339 0.197 
A 2.808 0.393 0.234 0.080 1.358 0.410 0.280 0.015 
Table 2.5 : Comparison of three-point rules for f'(0) > 0: root mean squared error 
., 
( denoted M), bias (B) , standard deviation (S) and angle (A) between f'(0) and f (0) 
at x = 0. Simulation results were obtained using 500 independent samples of 200 
or 2000 observations from truncated Normal mixture densities on [0,1] having given 
values of f'(0). 
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-f'(0) I n = 200 n = 2000 
f fsK fcR JR fps f fsK icR fR fps 
M 1.810 0.455 0.881 0.881 0.873 1.812 0.195 0.876 0.876 0.489 
-17.27 B -1.809 -0.106 -0.868 -0.868 -0.494 -1.812 -0.136 -0 .874 -0.874 -0.712 
s 0.075 0.442 0.151 0.151 0.720 0.024 0.186 0.048 0.048 0.412 
A 2.907 0.126 0.175 0.673 0.481 2.909 0.020 0.151 0.656 0.075 
M 1.519 0.413 0.620 0.620 0.615 1.544 0.156 0.654 0.654 0.373 
- 9.51 B -1.517 -0.088 -0.599 -0.599 -0.335 -1.544 -0.099 -0.653 -0.653 0.083 
s 0.079 0.404 0.158 0.158 0.516 0.022 0.163 0.044 0.044 0.364 
A 2.840 0.279 0.327 0.987 0.607 2.809 0.038 0.274 1.044 0.085 
c.n I M 1.153 0.445 0.322 0.322 0.476 1.149 0.147 0.259 0.259 0.316 c.n 
- 4.10 B -1.148 -0.003 -0.251 -0.251 -0.141 -1.149 -0.001 -0.252 -0 .252 0.115 
s 0.101 0.445 0.202 0.202 0.455 0.031 0.147 0.061 0.061 0.294 
A 2.763 0.693 0.551 0.940 0.956 2.765 0.125 0.319 0.907 0.119 
M 0.637 0.328 0.174 0.174 0.345 0.642 0.090 0.119 0.119 0.160 
-1.16 B -0.633 0.017 -0.096 -0.096 -0.066 -0.641 -0.002 -0.112 -0.112 0.036 
s 0.072 0.328 0.145 0.145 0.339 0.020 0.090 0.040 0.040 0.156 
A 2.157 0.474 0.471 0.737 0.795 2.125 0.139 0.366 0.748 0.046 
Table 2.6: Comparison of boundary correction methods for f'(0) < 0: root mean squared error ( denoted M) , bias (B), standard 
deviation (S) and angle (A) between f'(0) and /(0) at x = 0 for uncorrected(}) , boundary kernel (}8K) , cut-and-rescale (f cR ), 
reflection (} R) and pseudodata (} ps) es timators. Simulation results were obtained using 500 independent samples of 200 or 2000 
observations from truncated Normal mixture densities on [0 ,1] having given values of f'(0) . 
' 
f'(0) I n = 200 n = 2000 f fBK fcR fR fps f fBK fcR fR fps 
M 0.091 0.182 0.118 0.118 0.138 0.091 0.064 0.061 0.061 0.051 
1.20 B -0.078 0.006 0.074 0.074 0.046 -0 .089 -0.002 0.052 0.052 0.012 
s 0.046 0.182 0.091 0.091 0.130 0.016 0.065 0.032 0.032 0.050 
A 0.153 0.413 0.541 0.761 0.427 0.253 0.199 0.445 0.707 0.238 
M 0.439 0.398 0.400 0.400 0.313 0.473 0.149 0.276 0.276 0.145 
5.99 B -0.428 0.041 0.351 0.351 0.108 -0.472 0.014 0.265 0.265 0.075 
s 0.096 0.396 0.192 0.192 0.294 0.038 0.149 0.076 0.076 0.125 
A 0.045 0.519 0.541 1.024 0.341 0.070 0.111 0.296 0.783 0.130 
C}l I M 0.374 0.588 0.447 0.447 0.412 0.409 0.220 0.244 0.244 0.191 0) 
12.76 B -0.343 -0.003 0.334 0.334 0.125 -0.404 0.007 0.213 0.213 0.050 
s 0.148 0.588 0.297 0.297 0.393 0.060 0.220 0.120 0.120 0.184 
A 0.022 0.622 0.450 0.561 0.317 0.036 0.182 0.131 0.164 0.128 
M 0.256 0.635 0.714 0.714 0.454 0.327 0.247 0.421 0.421 0.240 
23.42 B -0.200 -0.059 0.640 0.640 0.255 -0.320 -0.028 0.400 0.400 0.137 
s 0.158 0.632 0.317 0.317 0.376 0.066 0.248 0.132 0.132 0.197 
A 0.002 0.270 0.125 0.187 0.080 0.010 0.015 0.036 0.051 0.015 
Table 2.7: Comparison of boundary correction methods for f'(0) > 0: root mean squared error (denoted M) , bias (B), standard 
• I • • • 
deviation (~) and angle (A) betw~en f'(0) and f (0) at x = 0 for uncorrected (!) , boundary kernel (f BK) , cut-and-rescale (f CR), 
reflection (f R) and pseudodata (fps) estimators. Simulation results were obtained using 500 independent samples of 200 or 2000 
observations from truncated Normal mixture densities on [0 ,1] having given values of f'(0) . 
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Chapter 3 
Bootstrap confidence regions for 
the intensity of a Poisson point 
process 
3.1 Introduction 
Nonparametric methods for estimating a varying point process intensity have been 
developed by a number of authors , including Leadbetter and Wold (1983) , Ramlau-
Hansen {1983), Diggle (1985) , Ellis (1986) , and Diggle and Marron (1988). Point 
estimates may be difficult to interpret without some idea of their accuracy. That 
typically requires confidence intervals or bands , and the problem of constructing 
such regions can be rather awkward in the context of dependent data, such as that 
derived from a Poisson process. In the present chapter we develop several simple 
and, we argue , attractive bootstrap methods for computing confidence regions for 
Poisson intensity functions. They use a variety of different resampling algorithms , 
and employ different variants of the percentile-t bootstrap. 
Thus, the context of this chapter is that of the bootstrap for dependent processes . 
Although we treat point processes rather than time series , the setting is in principle 
not unlike that of bootstrapping a time series when a structural model is available for 
th type of dependence ( e.g. an autoregression) , yet the distribution of perturbations 
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is virtually arbitrary. This type of problem has been treated by, for example, Bose 
(1988), but there are fundamental differences between that work and our own. In 
particular , in the point process context , with no structural assumptions made about 
the intensity function , the quantity of interest can only be accessed via statistical 
smoothing, and so smoothing is an essential feature of all our algorithms. This is not 
the case with more traditional inferential problems involving dependent data. There 
are of course other bootstrap approaches to statistical inference under dependence, 
such as the block bootstrap (for example Hall (1985) , Carlstein (1986) and Kunsch 
( 1989)) , but they are not closely related to the methods that we develop. 
Literature in the curve estimation context distantly related to our work includes 
Hii.rdle and Bowman (1988) and Hii.rdle and Marron (1991) on bootstrap confidence 
bands for regression curves , and Hall (1993) on bootstrap confidence bands for 
density estimates. The Poisson process context is distinguished by, among other 
things , the need to develop a different approach to bootstrapping, with consequently 
different technology. 
A major way in which our work differs from that of earlier authors is that we do 
not take a "Cox process" view of the intensity estimation problem. Earlier contribu-
tions (Diggle (1985) and Diggle and Marron (1988)) considered the intensity of the 
observed Poisson process to be a realization of a stationary stochastic process , and 
assessed performance of their estimation procedures by taking averages over that 
process as well as over the observed data conditional on intensity. This considerably 
simplified their theoretical development , since the estimation problem was trans-
formed to one for stationary rather than "time-varying" processes. However , we feel 
that the Cox process view is much less appropriate in the confidence region problem 
than it was for point estimation, since it makes little sense to construct a confidence 
region for the average intensity. Therefore we treat the Poisson process as genuinely 
non-stationary. This requires us to develop new theory for point estimation in this 
more complex case, complementing work of Diggle and Marron on point estimation 
as well as contributing new results on confidence regions. 
All our work has a straightforward generalization to the case of multivariate 
Poisson processes , where intensity is a function from a multivariate Euclidean space 
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to the set of positive numbers . The manner m which our univariate algorithms 
should be modified is so straightforward that it seems unnecessary to comment 
further. Generalizations to processes other than Poisson are possible, but unless they 
are stationary, or replicated data are available, it would seem to be essential to model 
the structural nature of dependence. Confidence regions for the (scalar) intensity of a 
stationary non-Poisson process, without structural assumptions, may be constructed 
using the block bootstrap ; see Hall (1985) for methods in the multivariate case. 
However , since this approach does not require smoothing techniques then it is really 
beyond the scope of this thesis , and so will not be treated here. 
Section 3.2.1 presents the basic kernel estimator of a Poisson intensity function 
unadjusted for edge effects, and gives its asymptotic bias and variance. Boundary 
correction of this es timator is outlined in Section 3.2.5. Our three basic methods for 
resampling are discussed in Section 3.2.2 . These are applied to the development of 
confidence bands in Section 3.2.3, where one percentile and four different percentile-
t constructions are detailed. Each is suitable for use with each of the resampling 
methods. The confidence regions introduced in Section 3.2 .3 are perhaps more 
accurately described as regions for E (X) rather than for A. However , they may be 
bias-corrected to produce regions for A, as shown in Section 3.2.4. 
Section 3.3 develops the theory upon which these intervals and bands are based. 
These results are proved in Section 3.5. The different confidence bands are applied 
to both real and simulated data in Section 3.4, which addresses the problem of 
finite-sample coverage accuracy. 
The six appendices at the end of Chapter 3 contain the lemmas used in the 
proofs of the theorems in this chapter. 
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3.2 Methodology 
3.2.1 Kernel estimation of a Poisson intensity function 
Suppose a Poisson point process { Xi} , conceptually on the infinite interval ( -oo , oo ) , 
is observed on I = (0 , 1) , with points O < X 1 :S X 2 :S ... :S XN < 1. In Sec-
tion 1.4.2 , we showed that a natural kernel estimator of the varying intensity ,\( x) 
is given by 
N 
X(x) = h-1 L K { (x - Xi)/h} , (3. 1) 
i=l 
where K is a kernel function and h denotes bandwidth. We shall address the matter 
of edge effects in Section 3.2.5. For now, take X to be the estimator defined by (3 .1), 
perhaps incorporating a modification towards the ends of I . 
Statistical consistency of X for ,\ , under smoothness conditions alone, can only 
occur in a relative sense, and requires that ,\ increase. In particular , it may be shown 
that if ,\ = lµ where µ is a fixed function and l is a scalar , then X/ l converges to µ 
in mean square if and only if h ---t O and hl ---t oo as l ---t oo . 
Under these consistency assumptions and using a second-order kernel, we shall 
prove in Section 3.5 that the bias and variance of X are given approximately by 
½n.h2 ,\" and h- 1 ,\J K 2 respectively, where"'= Jy 2K(y)dy. Thus , both the mean 
and variance of X are proportional to ,\ , a fact which will be used to motivate various 
percentile- t bootstrap approaches to constructing confidence regions . 
The bias can be made asymptotic to (-lY ~"' hr ,\ (r ) for some r > 2 by using 
an rth order kernel. However , using a high-order kernel can be problematical in 
practice, since it does not guarantee a nonnegative estimate of ,\_ This difficulty 
can make the first bootstrap resampling method in Section 3.2.2 unworkable for 
high-order kernels unless it is appropriately modified. Therefore, we shall assume 
for the res t of this chapter that the kernel K is a compactly supported, bounded 
symmetric probability density function such as the quartic kernel, 
K(u) = ~! (1 - u 2 ) 2 l[- i ,1](u). 
This guarantees that X is nonnegative, an essential property for an estimate of the 
intensity of a point process. 
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Let us continue to use the model ,\ = lµ for a fixed function µ considered earlier , 
so that ,\ is of size l . In view of the bias and variance formulae noted just above, the 
bias is of order h2 l , and the error of :X about it s mean is of order (l / h)112 . These two 
quantities are of equal size when h ,...., z-1/ 5 , which is the optimal order of bandwidth 
in the sense of minimizing error in any Lp metric for finite p. More concisely, mean 
squared error at a point is given by 
MSE E (:X - ,\ )2 
,...., ¼ "'2 h4 ,\" 2 + h-1 ,\ J K 2, 
and the right-hand side is minimized by taking 
h ( "'-2 ,\" -2 ,\ J K 2r/s 
z- 1/s("-- 2 µ"-2 µ J K2 r l5 • 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
This is of course the analogue of the more familiar bandwidth choice formula for 
kernel density estimators. Such analogies are discussed in greater detail by Diggle 
and Marron (1988) , albeit for Cox processes rather than the present context . 
The statements above about bias, variance, and optimal bandwidth choice apply 
of course to es timation of,\ at a point , and to simultaneous estimation at any finite 
number of points. Mean integrated squared error over an interval I is readily derived 
by integrating formula (3.2) : 
MISE j E (X - ,\)2 
,...., ¼"-2h4 j,\"2+ h-1 ( j,\)( jK2) , 
and the minimizer of the right-hand side is given by 
(3.4) 
compare (3 .3). In particular , the optimal bandwidth is of size z-1/ 5 _ 
Asymptotic theory for a simultaneous confidence band is best described in the 
L metric, rather than an LP metric for finite p. We shall show in Section 3.3 that 
if I , denotes the interval ( t, 1 - t ) then the supremum of error-about-the-mean over 
I , is of size (l / h)112 (log l) 112 (compared with (l / h)1l2 in the case of an LP metric) , 
and the supremum of bias is of size h2l (the same as in an LP metric) . 
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3.2.2 Bootstrap resampling methods 
There are several ways of bootstrapping the process {Xi}, to obtain a resample 
{Xt}. We give three of them below. The second and third are motivated by the 
fact that conditional on N = n, X 1 , . .. , XN denote the order statistics of a sample 
of size n drawn from the distribution with density f (x) = A(x) / A(l ), where 
A(x) = la" A(y)dy. 
Method (1). Resample the Xts as points of a Poisson process of intensity 
i Thus , the resampled Poisson process on the interval I may be written as 
x; , .. . , Xj..,r- , where N* has a Poisson distribution with intensity A(l) , and 
Method (2). Conditional on X = {X1 , ... , XN } , let N * have a Poisson distribu-
tion with parameter A(l). Draw x; , ... , X'fv. by sampling randomly with replace-
ment , N * times , from X . 
Method (3). Here we do the same as in method (2) , except that we replace N· 
by N . Thus , conditional on X we draw x; , ... , Xiv by sampling uniformly, with 
replacement , from X , and take this collection to be our resample on I . 
The bootstrap version of j is 
where the sum is over 1 ~ i < N* in the case of methods (1) and (2) , and over 
1 ~ i ~ N for method (3). 
Note particularly that in the case of methods ( 2) and ( 3) , E ( X ·IX) = i This 
equality is false for method (1) , where to a good approximation , 
E (X*I X) ,.__, j X( x - hy) K(y) dy. 
( A rigorous proof of this result will be given in Theorem 3.3.) The relative simplicity 
of E (X*IX) under methods (2) and (3) is perhaps one reason for preferring these 
over method ( 1). 
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Methods (2) and (3) produce resamples that include ties, whereas method (1) 
does not . Methods (1) and (2) give point processes on I for which the number of 
points varies from one resample to the next , whereas that number is fixed in the 
case of method (3). 
Resampling under method (1) may be accomplished by first resampling N * as in 
method (2) , and then drawing x; , ... , XN. by sampling randomly with replacement , 
N * times, from the distribution with density 5; / A(l ). This in turn is equivalent to 
defining x; = Y/ + hZt , where the Y/ 's are drawn randomly with replacement from 
X , and conditional on X the Zt's are independent and identically distributed with 
density K . Comparing this view of method (1) with method (2) we see that (1) might 
be termed a smoothed version of (2), with the role of the empirical distribution in (2) 
replaced in (1) by that of a kernel-smoothed empirical distribution. The smoothing 
step does not have to be conducted using the same bandwidth as that employed to 
estimate A in the final analysis . If the bandwidth for the smoothing step were h' 
rather than h then the corresponding version of method (1) would be: 
Method (1'). Define 
N 
>.( x) = h'-1 :EK { (x - X i)/h'}. 
i=l 
(Indeed , a different kernel function could be employed as well.) Resample the X; 's 
as points of a Poisson process of intensity >.. Thus , the resampled Poisson process on 
the interval I may be written as x; , ... , XN. , where N* has a Poisson distribution 
with intensity A(l ), and 
A(x) = fo'" >.(y) dy. 
Method (1') is identical to method (1) if h = h' , and converges to method (2) as h' 
tends to zero . For further discussion of the smoothed bootstrap , see Hall (1992a) 
and the references therein . 
Next we discuss techniques for constructing confidence regions for .X , using any of 
the three methods of resampling . There are basically two approaches percentile or 
percentile-t , either of which might need to be bias-corrected in some way, and both 
of which are applicable to various types of region (e.g. symmetric or equal-tailed) . 
We prefer the percentile-t approach , and focus most of our attention there. 
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3.2.3 Confidence bands before bias correction 
Let B denote a connected, voidless random subset of the rectangle (0, 1) x (0 , oo ), 
such that B n {(x y): 0 < y < oo} is nonempty for each x E (0 , 1) . We call Ba 
confidence region for ,\ over the set S E (0, 1) with coverage a if 
P{(x , ,\(x)) EB for all x E S}= a. 
The coverage level a is said to be nominal if this identity holds true asymptotically, 
as ,\ increases . Typically S will be either a point or a finite set of points in the 
interval (0,1), in which cases confidence intervals result ; or an interval such as 'Ie = 
(E , 1 - E) , where 0 < E < ½, when our construction produces a confidence band. It 
is often informative to display pointwise confidence intervals in the form of a band 
(for example Wabha (1983) and Silverman (1985)) , even though a simultaneous 
confidence band will result only by taking S to be an interval. 
Define ~1 = E (~*IX). Percentile-t bootstrap confidence regions , such as those 
given by 8 1 to 8 4 below, for ,\ are based on the assertion that the bootstrap distri-
bution of the stochastic process 
T*(x) = {~*(x) - ~1(x)} / ~*(x)112 , x EI, 
is an approximation to the unconditional distribution of 
T(x) = {~(x) -E~(x)}/ ~(x)112 , x EI. 
The validity of this claim is established in an asymptotic sense in Theorem 3.2 in 
Section 3.3. (Standardization by the square root of intensity is motivated by the fact 
that var(~) is approximately proportional to ,\, so that T and T* are approximately 
pivotal.) For example, one may define t1 by 
P{IT*(x)I :s; t1 , all x E SIX}= a , 
and take the band to be 
(3.5) 
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This produces a confidence region whose width at a point x , being proportional to 
X(x) 112, reflects the variability of the point estimate X(x). A region of relatively 
constant width may be constructed by first defining t 2 by 
P{ IT*(x) I ~ tdX(x) 112 , all x E SIX}= o:, 
and solving 
for the random function A. When there are three real solutions we take the two 
largest roots A1 (x) and A2 (x) and let 
We ignore the interval (0 , A0 ), where Ao is the smallest root since P[(x >.( x)) E 
{(x,y): x E S ,O < y < A0 (x)}] is extremely small. When there is one real root the 
band is 
B2 = {(x ,y) : x ES , 0 < y < A(x)}. 
A confidence region similar to 8 1 may be derived by noting that , since the variance of 
X is ver nearly proportional to its mean, the square-root transformation is approx-
imately variance-stabilizing. Thus , we might base percentile-t confidence regions on 
the assertion that the bootstrap distribution of U*(x) = X·(x)112 - X1(x)112 is an 
approximation to the distribution of U(x) = X(x) 112 - E {X(x) 112}. This argument 
suggests defining t3 by 
P{IU*(x)I ~ t3 , all x E SIX}= o: , 
finding the solution for the random function B of 
and taking 
-1;2 )2 ('1 /2 )2} 83 = {( x, y) : XE S , (>.1 - t3 < Y < -"1 + t3 · 
A fourth band, of the equal-tailed type , may be defined by selecting t4 and ts such 
that 
P{t4 ~ T*(x) ~ts, all x E SIX}= o:, 
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and 
P{T*(x) ::; t4 , all x E SIX}= P{T*(x) ~ t 5 , all x E SIX} , 
and taking 
All these techniques are of the percentile-t type, in that the Studentized ratio 
(\*(x) - X1 (x)}/X*(x) 1f 2 , rather than just its numerator, V*(x) = X*(x) - X1 (x) , 
is bootstrapped. The advantages of percentile-t in other contexts involving curve 
estimation have been described by Hall (1992a, Chapter 4). While the results there 
do not apply directly to the present case, the results may be modified so that they do. 
In particular , percentile-t produces better approximations to second-order features 
of confidence intervals than does the percentile method. However , for the sake of 
completeness we mention here the percentile analogue 8 5 of the confidence region 
81 . Define t5 by 
P{IV*(x)I ::; t6 , all x E SIX}= a, 
and take the band to be 
Non-bootstrap bands , based on extreme-value approximations, may also be con-
sidered. A band of that type, 8 6 , will be introduced in Section 3.3 when we discuss 
the asymptotic distribution of stochastic processes such as T . 
3.2.4 Bias correction 
The methods described above for constructing confidence regions produce regions for 
the expected value E (X) rather than for A itself. Depending on the size of bandwidth, 
the regions may require correction for bias . This problem is simplest in the case of 
estimation at a point , or simultaneously at a finite number of points ; there, the 
bias correction is unnecessary if and only if bias is negligible , or equivalently if 
and only if h = o(l- 115). If S = I ,, so that the confidence region is a band, and 
if 8
1 
is defined as in (3.5) , then its coverage probability equals a + o( l ) only if 
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h = o{(l- 1 log l) 1l 5 } . This follows from the discussion in the last paragraph of 
Section 3.2.1. The condition demands that h be significantly larger ( albeit only by a 
logarithmic fact or) than would be required for optimal pointwise performance. An 
alternative approach is to note that bias is given approximately by ½ ,-.,h2 ).." and to 
explicitly correct a confidence region B for bias , for example replacing B by 
B' = {(x, y): (x,y + ½ ,-.,h2 )/'(x)) E B} , 
where ).'' denotes an estimator of >.. 11 , perhaps equal to the second derivative of aver-
sion of~ but employing a different, larger value of h in its construction. Theoretical 
aspects of bias correction will be addressed in Section 3.3. 
3.2.5 Corrections for edge effects 
Although the bias of the estimator in (3.1) is of size O(hr) in the interior of the 
estimation interval , it is of size 0(1) near the boundaries. This increase in bias 
towards the ends of the interval is a particular problem in intensity es timation , as 
the process continues but is not observed outside the observation interval. Ideally, 
the bias would be the same size in the boundary regions as in the interior. 
Diggle ( 1985) and Diggle and Marron (1988) explicitly correct the estimator for 
edge effects , using the cut-and-rescale and reflection methods respectively, both of 
which reduce the bias to O(h) in the boundary regions . However , especially for 
constructing confidence bands , we found this level of bias correction inadequate. In 
Chapter 2 we introduced a method of bias correction based on generating pseudodata 
outside the estimation interval using the order statistics of the sample, then applying 
the usual es timator to the pseudodata as well as the actual data. This method has 
bias of O(hr) in the boundary regions , the same size as in the interior. 
In the simulation study for the density estimation context detailed in the previous 
chapter , we show that the pseudodata method outperforms the reflection method 
in t rms of both reducing bias and reproducing the slope of the true curve at the 
boundary. Our es timator even outperforms the traditional boundary kernel method 
of bias correction ( see for example Gasser et al ( 1985)) for moderate and small 
sample sizes when f'(O) > 0. 
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In the simulation study in Section 3.4.1, we use our pseudodata method of dge 
t . t · d d . 10 correc 10n, genera mg pseu o ata usmg X(-i) = -5X(i/3) - 4X(2i;3) + 3 X (i)· 
3.3 Asymptotic theory 
We cannot expect to es timate >. well, using only local information, unless the points 
Xi are closely spaced. Thus , asymptotic theory describing consistency must allow 
>. to increase without bound. We adopt the asymptotic model 
>.(x) = lµ(x) , (3.6) 
where the smooth function µ is held fixed and the scalar parameter l ~ 1 diverges . 
In the present section we develop asymptotic theory describing the distribution of 
the stochastic process~ , and its bootstrap counterpart~-, under the model in (3.6). 
Our first result describes a Gaussian approximation to the distribution of >. , 
sufficiently accurate for the development of first- order limit theory. Let >. * be derived 
by any one of the three different bootstrap algorithms , and write E' for expectation 
conditional on X . 
Theorem 3.1 A ssum e that K is compactly supported with supp (K) ~ (-c, c) , that 
K" exists and is Lipschitz continuous, that O < in{z µ ~ supr µ < oo , supr \µ' \ < 
oo , µ' is Hold er continuous, and that for some ~ > 0, l- e ~ h ~ l-(1!4)H. Then we 
may write 
X - E (X) 
X· - E '(X*) 
(h-l l)l f2(µl f2 Un+ R1n) , 
(h-1 l)1 ;2(µ1 ;2 U~ + R~n) , 
where Un , and U~ conditional on X , are stationary Gaussian processes on (0, 1) with 
identical distributions, zero means, and covariances 
and for some T/ > 0, and all k ~ 1 and t: E [ch,½) 
\R1n(x)\k + sup 
e:=;z:=;1-E 
as l -+ oo . 
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An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 is that :X - E (:X) is asymptotically 
Normally distributed with zero mean and variance h- 1 ). J K2; and that this asymp-
totic distribution is estimated consistently by the bootstrap . The theorem may 
also be used to develop an extreme-value approximation to the distribution of 
sup l( :X - E :X) / :X1!2 1. Indeed, letting EE [ch , ½) and defining I ,= [c, 1 - c] and 
we claim that 
(3. 7) 
has limiting distribution function G(z) = exp(-2e-z) . In principle this result could 
be used to develop simultaneous confidence bands for E (:X) over I ., circumventing 
the need for bootstrap methods. However, we shall show shortly that this proposal 
is impractical , not least because the rate of convergence in the limit theorem P( S :S 
z) --t G(z) is exceedingly slow, being only O{(log l)-1 } as l --too . 
To describe the asymptotic properties of S in more detail, let S denote any 
subset of JR and define 
.6.1(z,a,b) 
.6.2(z, a, b) 
5j(S ,a, b) 
P[ b{ (h/ j K2)112 sup (:X- E:X)/ :X1l 2 - a} :S z] - exp(- e-z), 
z. 
P[ b{ (h/ j K2)112 sup l(:X-E:X)/ :X112 I - a} :S z] - exp(- 2e-z), 
z. 
sup l.6. j(z, a, b)I . 
zES 
If S contains three or more distinct points then , no matter how a and b are chosen 
as functions of h or l , (log l) - 1 = O{5j(S, a, b)} ; and , for a = b = a1 and S = JR, 
0j(JR, a1, b1) = O{(log l) - 1 }. The case j = 1 follows from Theorem 2.1 of Hall (1991), 
- 2 . Theorem 3.1 above, and the fact that E (,\.) = ). + O(h l) . The case J = 2 may be 
treated similarly. See also Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) and Konakov and Piterbarg 
(1982, 1983, 1984). 
Next we introduce confidence bands based on these extreme-value approxima-
tions. The theory recounted just above may be used to describe the coverage ac-
curacy of those bands. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1, let Za denote the 
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solution of the equation exp(-2e-z0 ) = a , putt = ta= (J K 2 / h)112 (a1 + a11 zo:), 
and define 
8 6 = { (x, y): x E S , X(x) - tX (x) 1!2 ~ y ~ X(x) + tX (x) 112 } . 
We may deduce straight away from the results in the previous paragraph that 8 6 is 
a confidence band fo r E (X) on I e, with asymptotic coverage a , but that the coverage 
accuracy unifo rmly over a cannot be better than order (log l)- 1 . In fact , 
P{ (x, EX (x)) E 8 6 , all x E I e} =a+ O{ (log l)-1 } (3.8) 
uniformly in a, 
(log l)-1 = o[ sup IP{ (x, EX(x)) E 8 6, all XE I e}- al]. (3. 9) 
0: 
However , like the bootstrap bands introduced in Section 3.2.3 , 8 6 is a confidence 
band for E ,\ rather than for ,\ itself. Therefore, it will not necessarily cover ,\ with 
the desired asymptotic probability a, let alone with accuracy O{ (log l) - 1 } , unless 
h is small enough to make the bias negligible. 
Under more stringent conditions , including the requirement that µ" exist and be 
continuous, it may be shown that 
(3.10) 
uniformly in x E I e, where "' = J z2 K (z) dz; see Theorem 3.3 below. Therefore, if 
we ask that h = o{(l-1 log [)115 } then bias, which is of order h2l , will be negligibly 
small in the context of the confidence band, so that 
P{(x, ,\ (x)) E 8 6 , all x E I e} = a+ o( l ); (3.11) 
compare (3 .8). An alternative approach is to explicitly bias-correct the band 8 6 , as 
noted in Section 3.2.4. 
Our next result describes the Gaussian approximation of Theorem 3.1 in more 
detail. Theorem 3.2 below is sufficiently detailed to imply that the percentile-t 
bootstrap approximation to the distribution of S is substantially more accurate 
than the extreme-value approximation described earlier , as we shall shortly relate. 
A proof of Theorem 3.2 is given in Section 3.5.1. 
Define M (x ) = fo'"µ(y) dy . 
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Theorem 3.2 Assume the conditions of Th eorem 3. 1. Then we may write 
j - E (j) 
j* - E '(j*) 
h- 11112 j W{M( x -hy )}K'(y)dy + (h- 1 l) 1l 2 R 2n , (3.12) 
1i- 1 z1 12 j W *{M(x - hy)} K'(y) dy + (h- 1 Z) 1l 2 R;n , (3.13) 
where W , and W * conditional on X , are standard Wiener processes on ( 0 oo) , and 
fo r all k 2'. 1, EE [ch, ½) and some /3 > 0, 
Construction of the processes W and W* depends on l , and in the case of w· , 
also on X , although of course they have the same distribution on all occasions. The 
connection between Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 may be drawn by noting that , under the 
conditions of Theorem 3.1 (assumed in Theorem 3.2) , 
7i- 1/ 2 µ(xt 112 j W {M(x - hy)} K'(y) dy = Z(x) + R( x) , 
where Z is a stationary Gaussian process with covariance,, and 
E { sup IR(xW} = ou-kT)) 
-~.i:~1-t 
for some T/ > 0 and all k 2'. 1. As Theorem 3.1 is a less detailed version of Theo-
rem 3.2, its proof is a consequence of that theorem and the result above. 
The main practical significance of Theorem 3.2 derives from the fact that the 
first terms on the right-hand sides of (3.12) and (3.13) have identical distributions , 
thereby ensuring the accuracy of the bootstrap approximation to the distribution 
of the stochastic process j - E (j). Furthermore, the remainder terms R2n and R2n 
are of much smaller order than (log Zt1, guaranteeing that the bootstrap approxi-
mation is more accurate than the extreme-value one. Indeed, it may be proved from 
Theorem 3.2 that , with S defined by (3.7) and 
we have 
sup IP(S :S z) - P(S* :S zlX)I = O{(hLtTJ} 
-oo<z<oo 
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for some 'f/ > 0, with probability one. This level of accuracy is exponentially greater 
than that provided by the extreme-value approximation. The bootstrap does not 
appear to have any classical competitors in this particular problem . 
Take S = I ,= [c, 1-E], so that the region B1 is a confidence band. The argument 
above may be used to show that 
(3. 14) 
for some TJ > 0, uniformly in a. Compare this level of accuracy with that provided 
by the extreme-value approximation, indicated by (3.8) and (3.9). 
Of course, the level of coverage accuracy evidenced by (3.14) is for the expected 
value of~ ' not for >.. Undersmoothing (e.g. choosing h to be of order z- (1 / 5)-T/ for 
some T/ > 0) , or explicit bias correction, are required if the coverage error of the 
band 8 1 is to be of order z-TI' for some ry' > 0, compared with (log l)-1 for the 
extreme-value band 8 6 . 
We conclude this section by describing details of bias and variance formulae , 
such as (3.10). These results lead directly to the bias corrections discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.4. There it was claimed that if K is a second-order kernel then E (~) is 
given approximately by 
>. 1 (x) = j >.( x - hy) K(y) dy = >.( x) + ½ Kh2 >."(x) + o( h2 l) , (3.15) 
provided µ" exists and is continuous . The order of this approximation to E (~) is 
described by the following theorem, which also treats the first of the three different 
bootstrap methods. A proof is given in Section 3.5.2. 
Define ~2 (x) = J :X( x - hy) K(y) dy , and let EE [ch, ½)-
Theorem 3.3 A ssume the conditions of Th eorem 3. 1. Then 
(3.16) 
uniformly on I , , and in the case of the first of the three bootstrap methods, 
(3.17) 
unifo rmly on I ,, with probability one. 
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To appreciate the implications of the order of error in (3.16), observe that under 
the conditions of Theorems 3.1, h 2". z- (1 / 4)H for some ( > 0. It follows that 
h- 3 z-1 / 2 + h- 1H = o(h 2 l) , and so (3.15) and (3. 16) together imply that if K is a 
second-order kernel with J y2 K (y) dy = K- , say, then (3.10) holds. 
Formula (3.10) is not always extendible to the bootstrap case, in the form 
(3.18) 
with probability one. The reason is that , depending on choice of h, µ" may not be 
consistent forµ," . It may be shown thatµ"= >.."f l has variance of order (h5 l) - 1 , 
which does not converge to zero unless h is of larger order than z-1 / 5 _ However , if 
z-e 2". h 2". z-(1 / 5)H for some ( > 0, and µ," exists and satisfies a Lipschitz condition , 
then (3 .18) may be shown to hold with probability one. This situation is entirely 
analogous to that which arises in density estimation , where the second derivative of 
a kernel es timator is consistent for the second derivative of the true density only if 
the bandwidth is of sufficiently large an order of magnitude. 
Finally, to complement the bias formulae discussed above, we note that expres-
sions for the variance of >..( x) , and for the conditional variance of >.. *, are read-
ily deduced from Theorem 3.1: var {>..(x)} ,..._, h- 1 [µ, (x) J K 2 and var {>..*(x)IX} ,..._, 
h- 1 [µ,( x ) J K 2 with probability one. 
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3.4 Numerical results 
3.4.1 Simulation study 
We conducted a simulation study to obtain empirical confirmation that the pro-
posed methodology produces confidence bands with coverage probabilities close 
to the nominal levels. We used the three methods of bootstrap resampling de-
scribed in Section 3.2.2 , and the methods of confidence band construction resulting 
in B1 , ... , Bs , in Section 3.2.3, and BG in Section 3.3 . The simulations were based on 
the asymptotic model ,\(x) = lµ(x). We employed l = 100, 300, and 500 , and three 
functions µ( x) having the same underlying shape but different degrees of roughness : 
~ - x + ¼ sin(41rx) 
~ - x + ¼ sin ( 31r x) 
t - x + ¼ sin(31rx) . 
(The roughness ratios , measured in terms of J µ"2, are 4 : 2.25 : 1.5.) To re-
duce computing time in the simulations , we took as our bandwidth the asymptot-
ically optimal choice, hapt , given in (3.4) . We constructed confidence intervals on 
Ii = [0.2, 0.8] ~ [hapt , 1 - hapt ], so as not to complicate issues of confidence band 
construction with issues related to boundary correction. The results for I i = (0 , 1) 
will be presented elsewhere. 
In discussing the appropriate amount of smoothing to use at different stages 
of confidence band construction, we shall use coverage error as our performance 
criterion , and recommend smoothing parameters which minimise the coverage error 
of the particular confidence band under construction. Coverage probabilities were 
calculated by constructing the particular confidence band 200 times and determining 
how many times the confidence band contained the true intensity. 
When resampling from the smoothed empirical distribution (resampling method 
( 1)) , we recommend using hapt/ 4. This is because we found that the coverage prob-
abilities for method (1) were a little low using hapt/2 in the resampling stage; see 
Table 3.1 for the comparison. We mentioned in Section 1.5 when discussing the 
smooth d bootstrap that Hall (1992a) suggests that we should not smooth too much. 
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The results in Table 3.1 provide empirical confirmation of Hall 's recommendation 
and give an empirical suggestion for how much to smooth . 
Recall that our confidence bands are based on approximating the distribution 
of T = (X - E X)/X1!2 by that of T * = {X* - E (X*IX)}/X•1/ 2 . For resampling 
method (1), T * = {X* - J X(x - hy ) K (y) dy} / X• 1!2 , and for methods (2) and (3), 
T * = (X * -X) /X * 1 / 2 . We found that correcting for bootstrap bias by undersmoothing 
the bootstrap resamples , using hopt/2 to calculate X •, and hopt for X in both T and 
T *, gave good coverage probabilities and smooth confidence bands: see Table 3.2 , 
discussion below, and Figure 3.2. We tried using hopt/2 in X in both T and T *, 
but this produced such oscillatory confidence bands that they only covered the true 
curve about half the time: see Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3. We employed B = 200 
bootstrap resamples . 
In Table 3.2 we show the actual coverage probabilities of the bias corrected 
confidence bands on I , = [0.2, 0.8] with nominal level 0.95 . The table shows that 
all methods except 8 6 have actual coverage probabilities close to the nominal level. 
The extreme-value confidence bands 8 6 are consistently too wide, having ac tual 
coverage probability of 1.00, confirming that of the methods we have considered , 
the bootstrap is the only viable method of determining confidence bands for kernel 
intensity estimates. An analysis of variance of the actual coverage probabilities in 
Table 3.2 with main effect s 8 , M , l andµ shows that 8 6 has significantly different 
coverage probabilities from the other confidence bands. No other contrasts between 
levels of this or other factors are significant , and the data support the hypothesis 
that the true coverage probability is 0.95. As bootstrap resampling method (3) is 
computationally the fastest , it may be preferred over the other resampling methods . 
3.4.2 Analysis of coal mining data 
As stated in Chapter 1, our motivation for treating the problem of confidence bands 
for the intensity function was provided by the classic coal mining disaster set . Both 
Barnard (1953) and Cox and Lewis (1966) fitt ed exponential models to the intensity 
function in order to detect a trend in the accident rate. The confidence intervals for 
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Figure 3.1: Estimated intensity X of coal mining disasters (dashed line) and equal-
tailed percentile-t confidence band ( thick outer lines) for >. constructed under re-
sampling method (3). 
their point estimates for the trend indicate that it is highly unlikely that the rate is 
constant or increasing. 
However , in our view, ihe kernel intensity estimator shown in Figure 2.6 is a more 
flexible tool for exploratory analysis as it shows not only the general decreasing trend , 
but also reveals peaks at about 8,000 days and 32,000 days (x = 0.2 and x = 0.78). 
By adding confidence bands to the kernel es timator of intensity we can address the 
same question of global trend that is answered by parametric analysis. Moreover , 
we can determine whether the additional information about the data, the apparent 
peaks , is likely to be real or merely a chimera of the non-parametric methodology 
used. 
Figure 3.1 shows the equal-tailed percentile-t confidence band for the coal mining 
disaster data generated by resampling method (3). The lower confidence limit at 
x = 0 is above the upper confidence limit for x > 0.4 , providing strong evidence 
of th general decreasing trend revealed by the parametric analysis. Moreover , the 
peaks at x = 0.2 and x = 0.78 are likely to be real features of the data as smoothing 
out these peaks by hand requires crossing the confidence band. 
In our analysis of the coal mining data we selected the bandwidth by least-squar s 
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cross-validation . This is shown in Brooks and Marron (1991) to be asymptotically 
optimal for kernel intensity estimation , in the sense that the ISE obtained using the 
cross-validation bandwidth converges almost surely to the minimum ISE. 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of bootstrap confidence bands generated usmg three re-
sampling methods and six confidence band construction methods. True intensity 
,\ = 500µ 1 shown by thin solid line, estimated intensity ::X 1s thin dotted line, and 
confidence band for ::X on [0.2 ,0.8] is thick solid line. Bias correction by undersmooth-
mg with recommended choices of bandwidth hopt/ 2 in ::X· and hopt in ::X. 
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Figure 3.3 : Comparison of bootstrap confidence bands generated usmg three re-
sampling methods and six confidence band construction methods. True intensity 
A = 500µ 1 shown by thin solid line, estimated intensity X 1s thin dotted line, and 
confidence band for X on [0.2,0.8] is thick solid line. Bias correction by undersmooth-
mg usmg suboptimal choices of bandwidth hopt/2 m j• and hc,pt/2 m X m both T 
and T* . 
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µ1 µ2 µ3 
hopt/2 hopt/4 hopt/ 2 hopt/4 hopt/2 hopt/4 
!31 0.940 0.980 0.890 0.970 0.895 0.955 
!32 0.870 0.940 0.870 0.905 0.860 0.895 
I 
l = 100 !33 0.950 0.985 0.880 0.965 0.910 0.955 
Ii !34 0.960 0.970 0.890 0.950 0.915 0.930 
Bs 0.925 0.970 0.870 0.915 0.905 0.905 
!36 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
!31 0.950 0.970 0.900 0.975 0.885 0.960 
!32 0.895 0.950 0.845 0.920 0.835 0.950 
l = 300 !33 0.915 0.985 0.895 0.960 0.890 0.960 
!34 0.925 0.975 0.895 0.960 0.895 0.960 
Bs 0.915 0.960 0.865 0.920 0.865 0.950 
!36 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
!31 0.905 0.965 0.885 0.960 0.860 0.960 
!32 0.875 0.910 0.850 0.910 0.830 0.950 
l = 500 !33 0.905 0.960 0.890 0.955 0.845 0.940 
!34 0.895 0.970 0.865 0.960 0.875 0.940 
Bs 0.895 0.960 0.865 0.920 0.870 0.960 
!36 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Table 3.1 : Comparison of coverage probabilities of confidence bands for >. using 
resampling method (1) with hopt/2 and hopt/4 in the kernel-smoothed empirical 
distribution. The nominal level is 0.95. 
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µ1 µ2 µ3 
M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 
!31 0.980 0.960 0.955 0.970 0.975 0.960 0.955 0.945 0.910 
!32 0.940 0.930 0.960 0.905 0.945 0.915 0.895 0.905 0.875 
l = 100 !33 0.985 0.955 0.945 0.965 0.945 0.945 0.955 0.930 0.915 
!34 0.970 0.980 0.960 0.950 0.940 0.965 0.930 0.945 0.935 
!3s 0.970 0.955 0.950 0.915 0.950 0.925 0.905 0.910 0.920 
!36 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
!31 0.970 0.970 0.960 0.975 0.955 0.945 0.960 0.975 0.950 
!32 0.950 0.945 0.930 0.920 0.930 0.900 0.950 0.955 0.955 
l = 300 !33 0.985 0.980 0.960 0.960 0.940 0.945 0.960 0.970 0.950 
!34 0.975 0.980 0.960 0.960 0.955 0.950 0.960 0.970 0.950 
!3s 0.960 0.965 0.950 0.920 0.945 0.900 0.950 0.950 0.960 
!36 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
!31 0.965 0.945 0.955 0.960 0.945 0.930 0.960 0.925 0.945 
!32 0.910 0.940 0.945 0.910 0.945 0.905 0.950 0.925 0.950 
l = 500 !33 0.960 0.960 0.950 0.955 0.935 0.935 0.940 0.920 0.955 
!34 0.970 0.970 0.945 0.960 0.925 0.950 0.940 0.920 0.955 
!3s 0.960 0.960 0.955 0.920 0.930 0.935 0.960 0.920 0.950 
!36 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Table 3.2: Observed coverage probabilities of confidence bands for A with nominal 
level=0.95. Results are shown for confidence band construction methods 8 1 ... 8 6 
and three methods of bootstrap resampling M1, M2 and M3. Each band was deter-
mined from 200 bootstrap resamples and the coverage probabilities were calculated 
from 200 such bands. We utilised pseudodata to correct edge effects , and und~-
smoothing for bias correction using recommended choices of bandwidth hopt/2 in A* 
and hopt int 
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µ1 µ2 µ3 
M1 M2 Ma M1 M2 Ma M1 M2 Ma 
!31 0.720 0.545 0.490 0.740 0.525 0.505 0.775 0.595 0.500 
!32 0.710 0.575 0.465 0.710 0.500 0,485 0.780 0.575 0.555 
l = 100 Ba 0.750 0.515 0.450 0.780 0.530 0.475 0.780 0.550 0.490 
!34 0.740 0.505 0.435 0.785 0.545 0.495 0.770 0.550 0.525 
Es 0.715 0.505 0.435 0.770 0.470 0.455 0.770 0.525 0.490 
!36 0.990 0.985 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
!31 0.700 0.490 0.410 0.740 0.495 0.475 0.715 0.465 0.525 
!32 0.685 0.520 0.450 0.715 0.525 0.525 0.735 0.480 0.515 
l = 300 !33 0.695 0.485 0.420 0.740 0.495 0.500 0.750 0.480 0.500 
!34 0.700 0.485 0.425 0.730 0.480 0.555 0.755 0.465 0.495 
Es 0.700 0.485 0.415 0.695 0.505 0.500 0.715 0.475 0.440 
!36 0.995 0.990 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.995 1.000 1.000 
!31 0.700 0.385 0.430 0.945 0.945 0.455 0.960 0.530 0.550 
!32 0.655 0.390 0.450 0.945 0.945 0.405 0.950 0.525 0.515 
l = 500 !33 0.705 0.395 0.430 0.935 0.935 0.430 0.940 0.485 0.535 
[34 0.700 0.405 0.425 0.925 0.925 0.425 0.940 0.480 0.495 
Es 0.685 0.365 0.440 0.930 0.930 0.420 0.960 0.510 0.505 
!36 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Table 3.3: Observed coverage probabilities of confidence bands for A with nominal 
level= 0.95 . Results are shown for confidence band construction methods !31 , ... , !36 
and three methods of bootstrap resampling M1, M 2 and Ma. Each band was deter-
mined from 200 bootstrap resamples and the coverage probabilities were calculated 
from 200 such bands. We utilised pseudodata to correct edge effects , and unde!-
smoothing for bias correction using suboptimal choices of bandwidth hopt/2 in A" 
and hopt/2 in j in T and T *. 
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3.5 Proofs 
3.5.1 Proof of Theorem 3.2 
As this proof is somewhat lengthy, it is broken into six steps. In the first five steps 
which are described below, we derive the non-bootstrap part of the theorem. In the 
sixth step, we show that the proof can be easily extended to derive the bootstrap 
part when the bootstrap algorithm is of the first type - involving resampling from 
a Poisson process . Proofs in the other two bootstrap cases are easier than that in 
the first, owing to the "random uniform resampling" nature of the algorithm, and 
so they will not be addressed here. 
The lemmas used in the proof of this theorem are given in Appendices A3.1 to 
A3.6. 
1. We approximate j in terms of exponential random variables. Writing Si for 
the sum of independent exponential random variables defined on page 84, we 
show that 
j(x) = h-1 L K{(x-ai)/h}+(h2zr1 L Siµ(ai)- 1 K'{(x-ai)/h} 
i i 
- ½ z- 2 L sf [h- 2 µ(ai)- 3 µ'(ai) K'{(x - a;)/h} 
i 
+ h-3 µ(ait 2 K"{(x - ai)/h}] + Qi(x) , 
2. We remove the quadratic term from the above expression. 
3. We approximate I:i Si µ(ai)-1 K'{(x-ai)/h} by I:i Ti µ(a;t 1 K'{(x-ai)/h} , 
where Ti is a sum of independent standard Normal random variables. 
4. We replace I:i Tiµ(ait 1 K'{(x - ai)/h} with its integral approximation 
J W {M( x - hy)} K'(y) dy, where Wis a standard Wiener process whose con-
struction depends on l . 
5. Completion of proof. 
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Step 1: Approximation to X in terms of exponential random variables 
Let Yi , Y2 , ... be independent standard exponential random variables, and put Zi = 
Yi - 1 and Si = ~l '.::j'.::i Zj. Note that {~}=1 "Yj / l ,i 2'. 1} = {(i + Si)/ l , i 2'. 1} is 
a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity function l. The function M (x) = 
J; µ(t) dt is continuous and strictly increasing, so M - 1 is uniquely defined. Wri ting 
Xi = M - 1{(i + Si)/ l} , we see that the successive points O < X 1 < X 2 < .. . form a 
Poisson process with intensity function lµ (t ) = >.(t ). 
Put O:i = M-1(i/ l ). Let 0 < E < ½ and let (, B1, B2, B3 , B4 denote positive 
constants such that B1 ~ infr µ ~ supz µ ~ B2 , supz lµ' I ~ B3, and l(M- 1 )" (x) -
(M- 1 )"(y) I ~ B4 Ix - YI( for x , y E I. (The existence of B4 and ( follows from 
the Holder continuity ofµ' .) Since K" satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order 1 then 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that JK"( x ) - K"(y)I ~ Clx - YI for all real x 
and y . We shall write sup IK111I for C; this notation is suggestive of the meaning of 
C , even if K 111 is not well-defined. Recall that c > 0 is sufficiently large for (- c, c) 
to contain the support of K . Given EE (O , ½)., write C1 , C2 , .. . for generic positive 
constants depending on B1 , ..• , B4 , c, sup IK111 I, E and ( ; any other variables on 
which they depend will be indicated as arguments. 
We may define the Poisson process {Xi} arbitrarily on (1, oo), since points in 
that range do not influence X ( x ) if ch ~ x ~ 1 - ch . In particular , we may assume 
that µ is defined on (0 , oo) in such a way that B1 ~ inf(o,oo) µ ~ SUP(o,oo) µ ~ B2, 
sup (O,oo) lµ' I ~ B3, l(M- 1 )"(x) - (M- 1 )"(y)I ~ B4 Ix - YI ( for all x, Y E (0, oo ). 
We claim that Ci(k) may be chosen so that the random function 
Q1( x ) = X( x )- h- 1 L K{(x - ai) / h} + (h 2zr1 L Si µ(air1 K'{ (x - O:i)/h} 
i i 
- ½ z- 2 Ls; [ h- 2 µ(o:i)- 3 µ'( a; ) K'{( x - ai)/h} 
i 
+ h- 3 µ(ai) - 2 K"{( x - O:i )/ h} ] (3.19) 
satisfies 
(3.20) 
for all k 2'. 1. 
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To verify this claim, put b..i = -(Xi - ai) and observe that 
K { ( X - Xi) I h} = K { ( X - ai) / h + b..d h} 
2 
= K{( x - ai)/h} + LJ-1(6.d h)i K (j) {(x - ai)/h} + R;(x) 
j=l 
where 
R;(x) = (b..i/h)2 fo1 (1 - t) [K"{ (x - ai)/h + tb..i/h} - K"{(x - ai)/h}]dt. 
Using the Lipschitz continuity of K" , and noting that K {( x-Xi)/h} > 0 if Ix-ail~ 
ch or if Ix - ail> ch and Ix - Xii ~ ch, we obtain 
IR;(x)I < lb..i/hl3 (sup IK 111 I){ I( lx - ail~ ch) + I (lx - ail > ch, Ix - Xii ~ch)} 
< lb..d hl 3 (sup IK111 I){ I( lx - ail ~ ch) 
+ I(ch < Ix - o:;I ~ 2ch, Ix - Xii ~ ch) 
+ !( lb. I > ch, Ix - ail > 2ch, Ix - Xii ~ ch) 
+ !(lb.I ~ ch, Ix - ail > 2ch, Ix - Xii ~ ch)} 
< lb..i/hl3 (sup !K'" I) { I( lx - ai l~ 2ch) + ! (lb.ii > ch, Ix - Xii ~ch)}-
Therefore, if ch ~ x ~ 1 - ch, then 
where 
Now, 
~(x) = h- 1 L K {( x - Xi)/h} 
= h- 1 L K{(x - ai)/h} 
2 
+ h- 1 L L ;-1(6.i/h)j K (j) {(x - ai)/h} + R1(x), (3.21) 
j= l i 
IR1(x)I ~ (sup IK 111 I) h- 4 L lb..i l3 {I( lx - ail~ 2ch) 
i 
+ !( lb.ii > ch, Ix - Xii ~ch)} . (3.22) 
Xi = M-1{(i + Si)/l} 
= ai + (Sdl) (M- 1 )'(i/l) + ½ (Sdl) 2 (M- 1 )"(i/l) 
+ (Sdl) 2 fo1 (1 - t){ (M- 1 )"(i/l + tSi / l) - (M- 1 )"(i/l) }dt , 
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so that by the Holder continuity ofµ' , we have 
Assuming that E -:; x -:; 1 - E and 0 < h -:; C2 , with C2 chosen sufficiently small, by 
(3.21) , (3.22) and (3.23) , 
:X(x) = h-1 L K{(x - ai)/h} - (h2 l)-1 L Si (M- 1 ) 1(i/l) K'{(x - ai)/h} 
i i 
- ½ 1-2 LS; [h- 2 (M- 1 ) 11 (i/l) K'{(x - O'.i)/h} 
t 
- h-3 (M-1)'(i/l) 2 K"{(x - ai)/h}] + Q1(x) (3.24) 
where 
IQ1(x)I < C3 L { t h-j1si / llj+( + h-4 (ISi/ll3 + ISdll6+3()} 
t 3=2 
x { I(lx - ail -:; 2ch) + I(ISil > C4hl , Ix - Xi i -:; ch)}. 
Note that I Sil -:; C4hl implies l~il -:; ch using (3.23) , so that J(l~il > ch, Ix - Xii -:; 
ch) -:; l{ISil > C4hl , Ix - Xii -:; ch). 
Let n denote the largest i such that O'.i E (0, 1). Then for any {3 > 0, 
T _ sup L ISJ3{I(lx - ail-:; 2ch) + J(ISil > C4hl , Ix -Xi i-:; ch)} 
,::;x::;1-, i 
= I: 1sJ3 sup 1(1x - ail -:; 2ch) 
i <$:i:$1-, 
+ L ISJ3 sup I(ISil > C4hl , Ix - Xii -:; ch) 
i <$:i:$1-, 
< c~~fn ISJ~) ,::;!~f_, ~ I(lx - ail -:; 2ch) 
+ I: ISil13 I(ISil > C4hl , o < xi -:; 1) , 
t 
whence for any k 2'.'. 1, 
E (Tk) -:; 2k [ E c~~fn ISil/3 r L:s!~t, ~ I(lx - O'.il -:; 2ch) r 
+ E { ~ 1si113 I(ISil > C4hl, o < xi -:; 1)} k] 
t 
< C5(k) z13kf 2(hll + o{l13kf 2(hll} 
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using Corollary 3.3, and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1. Arguing thus we may prove that for 
all k ~ 1, 
E Ls!~t, IQ1(x)lk} < C5(k) (hll (t, h-j z-(1/2){j+() + h- 4 z-3 / 2r 
< C1(k) (h-1 z-(/2 + h-3 z-112)k . 
The claimed results (3.19) and (3 .20) follow from this inequality and (3.24) , noting 
that (M- 1 )'(i/l) = {µ(o:i)}- 1 and (M- 1 )"(i/l) = -{µ(o:i)}- 3µ'(o:i)-
Step 2: Removal of quadratic term from (3.18) 
We shall show that 
Q2(x) = X(x) - h-1 L K{(x - O:i)/h} + (h2zr1 L Siµ(ai)- 1 K'{(x - O:i)/h} 
i i 
satisfies 
E { ,<!~t, IQ2(xW} :'.S Cs(k) (h2l)-k (1 + hll l13 (3.25) 
for all k ~ 1, where (3 > 0 does not depend on k. 
We shall invoke (3.19) and (3.20) and prove that 
E [,s!~t, I~ s; µ(air 2 K"{(x - O:i)/h}n < Cg(k) (hll (1 + hlt z13 
(3.26) 
E Ls!~t, I~ s; µ(o:i)- 3 µ'(ai) K'{(x - O:i)/h}n :'.S C10(k) (1 + h1Hzt zk+/3. 
(3.27) 
We derive (3.26) in detail but give only an outline of the proof of (3.27) , as it is 
almost identical. 
Write 
L sf µ(air 2 K"{(x - O:i)/h} = v(x) + ½(x) + 2Vi(x) 
• 
where 
v(x) = L iµ(air 2 K"{(x - O:i)/h} , 
½(x) = ~ { I: (Z] - 1)} µ(ait 2 K"{(x - ai) / h} , 
• J=l 
Vi(x) = L ( LL Zjl Z51) µ(air 2 K"{(x - O:i)/h} , 
i 1si1 <529 
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and let 
00 
ai(x) = Lµ(a,) - 2 K"{(x - a,)/h}. 
i=j 
Now, 
½(x) = ~{t(zJ-1)}µ(a,) - 2 K"{(x-ai) / h} 
00 00 
= L (ZJ - 1) L µ(a,r 2 K"{(x - a,)/h} 
j=l i=j 
00 
= Lai(x)(Z}- l). 
j=l 
Applying Lemma 3.4 on page 102, we have 
E L~:~t£ \½(xW} ::; Cu(k) (hZt12 (1 + hlt z13 , (3.28) 
for k ~ l and some /3 > 0 not depending on k. 
Observe next that 
½(x) = f ( LL Zj, Z52) µ(a,r 2 K"{(x - a,)/h} 
i=l l~j1 <i2~i 
00 
= LL Zj, Z52 L µ(a,r 2 K"{(x - a,)/h} 
= I: { Z52 1I:1 Zj, }ai2 (x) 
12=2 31 =1 
oo j-1 
= L ai(x) Y; where Y; = Zj L Z;. 
j=2 i=l 
Application of Lemma 3.5 on page 104 gives 
E { £~!~t£ \½(x)\k} ::; C12(k) (hlt (1 + hlt 113 • (3.29) 
Then from (A.8) in Lemma 3.6, (3.28) and (3.29) , we have 
E [ sup 
E~X~l-£ 
I~ s;2 µ(a;r 2 K"{(x - a;)/h}n 
• 
< £~!~t£ \v(x)\k + E { £~!~t£ \½(x)\k} + { E £~!~t£ \½(xW} 
< C13(k) (hll (1 + hll 113 • 
Similarly write , 
L S; µ(a;r 3 µ'(a;) K'{(x - ai)/h} = w(x) + W1(x) + 2W2(x) 
• 
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where 
and let 
w(x) = L iµ(ai)- 3 µ'(ai) K'{(x - ai )/h} , 
W1(x) = ~ {E (Z] -1)} µ(air 3 µ'(ai) K'{(x - ai)/h} ) 
W2(x) = L ( LL Zj1 zh)µ(ai)- 3 µ1(ai)K'{(x-ai) / h} , 
i l $ i1 <h Si 
00 
bj(x) = L µ( ai)-3 µ'( ai) K' {(x - ai)/h} . 
i=j 
In Lemma 3.6 we show that lbj(x)I ~ C14( l + hl) I (x < C15 hl). Using the same 
arguments as those employed in the first part of this step, we find that 
and so 
E { sup 
<S x S l-< 
E { sup 
e$ x$ 1-, 
lw(xW < C16(k) zk (l + h1+( zt uniformly in x , 
IW1(x)lk} < C11(k) (hll12 (1 + hll [f3 , 
IW2(xW} < C1s(k) (hll (1 + hll [f3 , 
E [ sup IL s; µ(ai)- 3 µ'(ai)K'{(x - ai)/h}lk] ~ C19(k) (1 + h1Hzt zk+f3 _ 
, <x<l-, · 
- - ' 
Finally, (3.20) , (3.19) , (3.26) and (3.27) lead to 
E { ,:::;!~¥_, IQ2(xW} < E { ,:::;!~¥_, IQ1(x)lk } + E { ,:::;!~¥_, IQ1(x) - Q2(xW} 
< C20(k) (h-1 z-,12 + h-3 z-112f 
+ (h3l2rk C21(k) (hll (1 + hl)k zr, 
+ (h212rk C22 (k) (1 + h1+czt zk+f3 
< C23 (k) (h2l)-k (1 + hll zr, _ 
Step 3: Approximation by Gaussian process 
If N1 , N 2 , • .. are independent standard Normal random variables , and Ti = :Z::~=1 Nj , 
by Theorem 1 of Komlos et al (1975), we have 
P ( max I Si - Til > K1 log j + x) ~ K2 e -Ax , 
l<i<. 
- _3 
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for all x > 0 and all j 2'. 1, where Ki , K2 and >. are positive constants . For these 
Ti 's, define 
Q3(x) = j(x) - h- i L K{(x - o:i)/h} + (h2 l)-i L Ti µ,(o:iti K'{( x - o:i)/h} . 
i i 
(3 .30) 
In the present step we shall prove that 
(3. 31) 
for all k 2'. 1 and some /3 > 0. 
Using Lemma 3.10 on page 123, the fact that E (X+)" = o: Jo"' x0 -i Pr(X 2'. x) dx 
(see for example Feller (1966 , page 148)) , and the result of Komlos et al given above , 
we have 
E ( max_ ISi - Ti) - (Ki log it 
i ~t~J 
< C2s(k) + C25(k) E { ( ~f<} ISi - Ti l - Ki log j) +} k 
= C2s(k) + C21(k) f 00 xk-i p ( m~. I Si - Til > Ki log j + x) dx lo i ~i~J 
< C2s(k) + C21(k) l oo xk- i K2 e-Ax dx = C2a(k), 
say. Therefore, if n '.S C29 l denotes the largest i such that O:i E (0 1), usmg 
Corollary 3.1 on page 99 we obtain 
E [f~:~t f I~ (Si -Ti) µ,(o:iti K'{(x - O:i)/h}n 
< E c~~fn IS, - T,I') [,~!~L ~ µ(a;t'I K'{(x - a;)/h}ij' 
< { (Ki log nt + C3o(k)} C3i(k) (hlt 
< C32(k) (hl log ll. 
Finally, (3.25) and (3 .30) and the result above lead to 
E { e~!~f- e IQ3(x)lk} < E { e~!~f-e IQ2(xW} + E { e~!~f-e IQ2(x) - Q3(x) lk} 
< C33(k) (h2l)-k (1 + hll 113 
+ (h2l)-k C34(k) (hl log ll 
< C3s(k) (h- i log zt 113 • 
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Step 4: Simplified Gaussian approximation 
Here we show that there exists a standard Wiener process W , whose construction 
depends on l , such that with 
J(x) = j W{M(x - hy)} K'(y) dy 
and 
Q4(x) = ~(x) - h-1 L K{(x - a.i)/h} - h- 1 z1! 2 J( x) 
• 
we have 
(3.32) 
for all k 2: 1 and some /3 > 0. 
Let W1 denote a standard Wiener process such that Ni = W1 ( i) - W1 ( i - 1) for 
i 2: 1, and define the integral approximation to the sum I:i Ti µ(a.i)- 1 K'{( x-a.i) / h} 
in (3.30) by 
I( x) = j W1 (y)µ{M- 1 (y / l)}- 1 K' [{x -M-1 (y / l)} / h]dy. 
If we take W(t) = z-1 / 2 W1 (lt) then I(x) = -hl312 J(x). For y E [i -1 , i) and i 2: 1 
put V(y) = W1 (y)- W1(i- l) . Then W1(Y) = I:o<j<i-l Ni+ V(y) , (where No= 0) , 
and so I( x) = I1(x) + I2 (x), where 
and 
cx, · i-1 
I1 (x) = f::t j~
1 
(~ Ni ) µ{M- 1 (y / l)}- 1 K' [{x - M- 1 (y / l)} / h] dy 
t Ni it+t j~
1 
µ{M- 1 (y/l)}- 1 K' [{x - M- 1 (y / l)} / h] dy 
= t Ni 1= µ{M - 1 (y/ l)} - 1 K'[{x - M- 1 (y / l)} / h] dy 
j=l :J 
(X) 
hl L Nj K { ( X - O.j) I h} ' 
j=l 
I2(x ) = ~ j~
1 
V(y)µ{M - 1 (y / l)} - 1 K'[{x-M- 1 (y / l)} / h]dy. 
Since V(y) is a Gaussian process with mean zero, 12 is Normally distributed with 
mean zero, and variance equal to 
f var (j~
1 
V(y)µ{M- 1 (y/l)}- 1 K'[{x -M-1 (y / l)} / h]dy) 
i=l 
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Now, E { SUPo :=;y:=; i \V(y)l2} ~ 1, and terms in the sum are non-zero if either \x-ai\ < 
ch or \x - O'.i-1 \ < ch. Since µ and K' are bounded we have 
(X) 
var I2 (x) ~ C31 L I( \x - ai\ ~ ch) ~ C3s hl 
i=l 
uniformly in O < x ~ 1. Corollary 3.3 gives E \I2(xW ~ C39(k) (hll l2 for k ~ 1. 
Using the Holder continuity of M - 1 and K' and a technique similar to that used in 
Lemma 3.4, we obtain 
Define {331(x) = I:i>j µ(ai)-1 K'{ (x - ai) / h} and 
i= µ{M- 1 (y/ l)}-1 K' [{x - M- 1 (y / l)} / h] dy 
hl K {(x - a3)/h} . 
(3.33) 
Since \{331 (x) - {332 (x)\ ~ C41 I(j ~ C42hl) uniformly in O < x < 1 and O < h ~ C43 , 
for k ~ 1 we have 
E It N;{/J;,(x) - /J;,(x) }I' < c.,(k) EI  N;I' 
< C46 (k) (hztl 2 (applying Corollary 3.3). 
Again , noting the Holder continuity of M-1 and K' and using the technique of 
Lemma 3.4 it is easily proved that 
Now, 
(X) 
L N3 {331(x ) = L Ti µ(ai) K'{(x - ai)/h} 
j=l 
and L N3 {332(x) = I1(x). 
j=l 
Therefore, 
(X) 
L Ti µ( ai) K' {(x - ai)/ h} + hl312 J(x) = L N3{{331(x) - f332(x)} - I2( x) · 
i j=l 
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Finally, using (3.31) (3.33) and (3.34) , we have 
\Q4(xW} < E { ,s~~t, IQ3(xW} + E { ,s~~t, IQ3(x) - Q4(x)lk} 
< C4s(k) (h- 1 log zt [f3 + (h 2l)-k C49(k) (hztl 2 [f3 
< Cso(k) (h- 1 log zt lf3. 
Step 5: Completion 
Result (3.32) implies that 
E { ,s~~t, \~(x) - E ~(x) - h- 1 1112 J(xW} s Cs1(k) (h- 1 log zt [f3' (3.35) 
which establishes the non-bootstrap part of Theorem 3.2. 
Step 6: Bootstrap part of Theorem 3.2 
To derive the bootstrap part , first put µ = z-1 ~ and M( x) = fo <y<x µ(y) dy . Let c' E 
(0 , 1:), and observe that in the case of the first _ sort of resampling (where x;, x; , ... 
are drawn from a Poisson process with intensity ~, conditional on X) , there exist 
positive constants B1 , . .. , B4 and ( such that the event £ that B1 S infr,, µ S 
supz, µ S B2 , supz, Iµ'\ ~ B3, and l(M-1 )"(x) - (M- 1 )"(y)\ S B4 \x - yi< for all 
< < 
x, y E I ,,, satisfies 
P(£) = 1 - O(l-k) (3 .36) 
for all k ~ 1. We prove in Lemma 3.9 that part of this result pertaining to Holder 
continuity of (M-1 )" , namely that P{ \µ'(x)-µ'(y)I S Blx-y \' for all x,y E I ,,}= 
1 - O(l-k) for some B , ( > 0 and all k > 0. If the constants C3 in Steps 1- 4 are 
permitted to depend on 1:' as well as B1 , ... , B4 , c, sup \K 111 \, 1: and (, then the 
argument given in those steps may be employed to prove the existence of a standard 
Brownian motion W'" such that , writing 
J'"(x) = j W'" {M(x - hy)} K'(y) dy , 
we have 
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An argument founded on the modulus of continuity of a Wiener process is used in 
Lemma 3. 7 to prove that with 
Jt(x) = j W*{M( x -hy)}K\y)dy 
we have 
and so 
E {1(£) sup l~*(x) - E' ~*(x) - h- 1 l112 Jt (x)lk} S Cs4(k) (l 112 log zt . 
t::;:z:::;1-, 
In view of (3.36) , by simple application of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we may 
remove the quantity I(£) from the expectation on the left-hand side, so proving a 
version of (3.35) in which ~' E ~, J are replaced by ~ *, E '~ * and J*, respectively, and 
the right hand side is slightly larger in magnitude. This establishes the bootstrap 
part of the theorem , in the case of the first type of resampling. 
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3.5.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3 
By (3.19) and (3 .20) , with k = 1 in the latter , 
EX(x) = h-1 I: K{(x - ai)/h} + ½ z- 2{h- 3 v(x) + h- 2 w(x)} 
i 
where v and w are as in Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.2, and the remainder term 
is of the stated order uniformly in c ~ x ~ 1 - c for any ch < c < ½· In Lemma 3.6 
we prove that v(x) = O(l + h2+( l2 ) and w(x) = O(l + hi+< l2) uniformly in such x. 
Thus, 
EX(x) = h-1 I: K{(x - CXi)/h} + O(h-1+( + h-3 z- 1!2 ) (3.37) 
i 
uniformly in x. 
Put 
L(x) = h-1 j K[{x - M-1 (y/l)} / h] dy = j lµ(x - hy) K(y) dy . 
Using the method of Appendix A3.3 to bound h-1 Li K{(x - ai)/h} and noting 
that the integrand in L( x) above has one derivative we obtain 
h-1 I: K{(x - ai)/h} = L(x) + O{l(hl)-2 } = L(x) + O{(h2 l)-1 } , 
i 
uniformly in c ~ x ~ 1 - c. Theorem 3.3 in the nonbootstrap case follows from this 
formula and (3.37). The argument in the first bootstrap case is similar. 
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Appendices 
Notation 
Throughout the following appendices, we use the same notation , definitions and 
conditions as in Theorem 3.2. In particular , we write C1 , C2 , ... for generic positive 
constants depending on B1 , . .. , B4 , c, sup IK111 I, E and (' any other variables on 
which they depend will be indicated as arguments. 
Recall also that it is a condition of all the theorems that for some ~ > 0, z-e 2: 
h 2: z- (1/ 4)H. 
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Appendix 3A.1 
Lemmas bounding E {sup I€ IQ1(x)lk} 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are used in the first step of Theorem 3.2 to bound E Tk and 
hence E { SUPe::;x::;1-e IQ1(xW }. 
The first lemma holds because when i is small, P(O < Xi :'.S 1) is high but 
P(ISil > C1hl) is low, so that P(ISi l > C1hl, 0 < Xi :'.S 1) is low. On the other 
hand , when i is large, P(O < Xi :'.S 1) is low but P( ISil > C1 hl) is high so that 
P(ISil > C1hl , 0 < xi :'.S 1) is still low. 
Lemma 3.1 Fork~ 1, 
E { ~ !Sil.a I( ISi l > C1hl , 0 < xi :'.S 1)} k = 0 {l,Bkf2 (hl/}. 
' 
Proof First , note that applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
P(ISil > C1hl , 0 < xi :'.S 1) = E{I(ISil > C1hl, 0 < xi :'.S 1)} 
< [E{I2(ISil > C1hl)}E{I2(0 < Xi :'.S 1)}]112 
= { P(ISil > C1hl) P(O < Xi :'.S 1) }112 . (A.1) 
For brevity, in the step below we shall write Ii = I( ISil > C1hl , 0 < Xi :'.S 1). 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, Holder 's inequality and (A.1), for k ~ 1 
we have 
E (~!Sil.a Ii)k = 
' 
I: .. · L E ( I sit 1.a h x ... x I sik 1.a Iik ) 
i1 ik 
" [ 2,13 { ( )2}] 1/2 < 1= ... L-, {E 1si1 ... sik I } E 1i1 ... I ik 
i 1 i1t 
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< L ... L II { E \Sij 12/3k} l /{2k) { E Ut)} l/(2k) 
i1 ik j=l 
= [ ~ { E \Si\213 k P( \Si \ > C1hl, 0 < Xi ~ 1) f 1(2k)r 
• 
< [ L { E \Si\ 413 k P( \Si \ > C1hl) P(0 < xi ~ 1) r/(4k)r . 
• 
Let N be the number of points of the Poisson process {Xi} in I= (0 , 1), and 
note that N is Poisson with mean Ji lµ(x)dx = lm1, say. Then , using Markov 's 
inequality, we have 
P(0 < Xi ~ 1) = P(N 2: i) 
< { cl 2(k1) [ki (i - lm1t2k1 if i > lm1 
if i ~ lm1. 
In Corollary 3.3 on page 102 we show that E \Si \k2 ~ C3 (k2 ) (var Si)k2 / 2 for 
k2 2: 1, so that 
P( \Si\ > C1hl) < (C1hltk2E \Sl2 
< (C1hltk2C3(k2)ik212 
< { C4 (k2) z-k2 / 5 if i ~ Csl 
1 if i > Csl. 
Thus , 
L { E \Si\ 413 k P(\Si\ > C1hl) P(0 < xi ~ 1) f 1(4k) 
i 
i=l 
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It is simple to show that both terms in this expression converge to constants for 
appropriate choices of /3 , k, k1 and k2 , so that 
[ ~ { E ISil 413kP (I Sil > C1hl ) P (0 < Xi ::; 1)} i / (4k)] k < C9 (/3 , k, k1 , k2) 
t 
proving the lemma. • 
Lemma 3.2 gives an upper bound for the number of O'.i within a distance 2ch of 
some point x . It s corollary is used in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma 3.2 For all k > 0, 
,'.S!~t, { ~ l (lx - O'.il ::; 2ch)} k ::; C(hlt 
Proof We shall start by finding a lower bound for the distance between successive 
since supz µ ::; B2 • Thus , 
sup I: I( lx - ail::; 2ch) ::; (4ch)(B2l) , 
e'.Sx'.S l- , 
and the result follows . • 
Corollary 3.1 For all k > 0, 
[ ~ µ(air1 IK'{(x - O'.i )/ h}1r ::; C(hlt . 
• 
Proof 
[ ~ µ(air 1 IK'{( x - O'.i)/h}I] 
• 
::; B-;-1 sup IK'(u) I sup 
u •'.Sx'.S l-• 
{ ~ I ( Ix - O'.i I ::; ch) } , 
• 
and the result follows from Lemma 3.2. • 
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Appendix 3A.2 
Martingale results and 
applications 
The main lemmas of this section, Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, depend on martingale results. 
We therefore preface this appendix with the definition of a martingale and some 
preliminary results . 
Definition (from Hall and Heyde 1981, page 1) 
Let (n, F , P) be a probability space: n is a set , F a a--field of subsets of n, and P 
a probability measure defined on F. Let I be any interval of the form (a , b), [a , b), 
( a, bl, or [a , b] of the ordered set { -oo , .. . , -1 , 0, 1, . .. , oo } . Let {Fn, n E I} be an 
increasing sequence of a--fields of F sets . Suppose that { Zn , n E I} is a sequence of 
random variables on n satisfying 
1. Zn is measurable with respect to Fn , 
2. E IZnl < oo , 
3. E(Znl Frn) = Zrn a.s. for all m < n , where m , n E I . 
Then the sequence {Zn , n E I} is said to be a martingale with respect to { Fn, n E I} . 
We write that { Zn , Fn , n E I} is a martingale. 
Lemma 3.3 follows simply from the definition of a martingale. 
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Lemma 3.3 If {Yi , i E T} is a sequence of random variables, E IY;I < oo , Si = 
I:~=1 Y; , and Fi= :F(Yi , ... , Yi) , then {Si, :Fi , i E T} is a martingale if and only if 
E (Y;IFi- 1) = o. 
Proof Suppose that E (Y;IFi-1) = 0. Obviously Si is measurable with respect to 
Fi= :F(Yi , ... , Y;), and 
E { ( Y; + i= Y;) IFi-1} 
J=l 
E (Y; IFi-1) + E (Si-1 IFi -1) 
and so by the definition above, { Si , :Fi, i E T} is a martingale. 
Now suppose that {Si, F i } is a martingale. Since Y; = Si - Si-l , 
as required. 
E (SilFi-i) - E (Si-1 IFi-1) 
Si-1 - E (Si-1IFi-1) 
0, 
• 
Corollary 3.2 Suppose X1 , ... , Xn are independent random variables with E (Xi) = 
0. Put Si= I:~=1Xj , 1 :S i :S n and let :Fi= :F(X1 , ... , Xi) . Th en {Si, :Fi, 1 :Si :S 
n} is a martingale. 
Th following Theorem is given in Hall and Heyde (1981 , page 23) . It is stated 
here without proof. Its corollary is applied a number of times in the proof of Theo-
rem 3.2 and used in the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
Theorem 3.4 If {Si, F i, 1 :Si :S n} is a martingale and k > 0, then there exists a 
constant C depending only on k such that 
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Corollary 3.3 Let 1 ~ k < oo , and let X 1 , .. . , Xn be independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables with E (Xi) = 0 and E IXilk < oo. Put Si = 
I:;=1 Xj, 1 ~ i ~ n. Th en 
Proof Let Fi= F(Xi , ... , Xi). By Corollary 3.2 above, {Si , Fi , 1 ~ i ~ n} is a 
martingale. Then for k > 0, Theorem 3.4 gives 
E (ISnlk) ~ E ( rp~ ISnlk) < C(k) { (var Snt12 + E ( If/;; IXin} 
n 
< C(k) { (var Snt12 +LE IXilk} 
i=l 
Th lt f 11 f k 2 nE!Xdk _ nE!Xdk 0 e resu O OWS or • > as (varSn ) k/2 - (n EX?)k /2 ----t · 
For k = 2, the result is trivial since ES;. = var Sn. 
For 1 ~ k < 2, let p = 2/ k. Since p > 1, we may apply Holder 's inequality 
obtaining 
completing the proof. • 
Lemma 3.4 Suppose Z1 , Z 2 , ••• are independent random variables with mean O and 
variance 1. Let ½(x) = I:~1 a;(x) (ZJ - 1) , where aj(x) is Lipschitz continuous 
and laj(x)I ~ C1 (1 + hl) I(j < C2hl) uniformly in x EI,~ [ch, 1 - ch]. Then 
E L~:~t . IVi(xW} ~ C3(k)(hll12 (1 + hll 113 (A.2) 
for k 2: 1, some f3 > 0 not depending on k , and x E I,. 
Proof Now, 
l½(xW ~ C4(k) (1 + hll I~ (ZJ - 1) lk· 
Put Si = I:;=1 (ZJ - 1) and Fi = F{(Z; - 1) , ... , (Zl - l)} . Then {Si, F i, 1 ~ 
i ~ C2 hl} is a martingale by Corollary 3.2. Therefore we may apply Corollary 3.3 
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obtaining, for k 2: 1, 
and so 
Now suppose that £(l) ~ [E, 1 - t] has O(l13 ) regularly spaced elements for some 
/3 > 0. Then 
E { sup l½(xW} ~ L E J½(xW ~ Cs(k) (hlt12 (1 + hlt l13 • (A.3) 
xE C(!) xE C(!) 
Given x E [t, 1 - El, let x' be an element of £(l) which minimises Ix - x'j. Then 
using the Lipschitz continuity of aj(x), we may choose f3 so large that 
sup lai(x ) - ai(x'W ~ (Cg Ix - x'lt ~ (C10 l- 13t ~ C11 (k) l-k/2 . 
E~X~l-E 
Therefore, 
E L::L IV, ( x) - V, (x')I'} < ,s::L la;(•) - a;(x') I' E 1% (Zj - 1) I' 
< C12 (k) hk/ 2 . (A.4) 
Since 
E { sup 
E<x<l-E 
l½(xW} ~ E { sup l½(x) - ½(x')lk } + E { sup l½(x')lk } , 
E~x~ l-E x'EC(!) 
the desired result (A.2) follows from this expression, (A.3) and (A.4) . • 
Rosenthal 's inequality, the following theorem, is given in Hall and Heyde (1981 
page 23) and is stated here without proof. It is used in the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
Theorem 3.5 (Rosenthal's inequality) If {Si , Fi , 1 ::; i ::; n} is a martingale 
and 2 ::; k < oo , then there exist constants C1 and C2 depending only on k such that 
C,(k) ( E [ { t, E (X:IF.-,) (] + t, E IX,I') 
< E 1s.1' <: C,(k) ( E [ { t,E (X!IF.-,l}"'] + t, E 1x,1') 
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Lemma 3.5 Suppose that Z1 , Z2 , ... are independent random variables with mean 
0, variance 1 and supi EI Zilk < oo . Let Yj = Zj ~t ; Zi , j = 2, 3, .... For x E 
[E, 1-E], let Vi(x) = ~~2 aj(x)Yj , where aj(x) is Lipschitz continuous, and lai(x)I ~ 
C1 (1 + hl) I(j < C2hl) uniformly in x. Then for k ~ 2 and some (3 > 0 not 
depending on k, 
(A.5) 
Proof Now , 
IVi(x)I ~ C1 (1 + hl) I ~1 ½I· 
1=2 
Put Si = ~~=2 Yj, i = 2, 3, ... , C2hl , and :Fi = :F(Z1 , ... , Zi) - As E (Y;l:Fi-1 ) = 0, 
by Lemma 3.3 {Si, :Fi, i = 2, ... , C2hl} is a martingale. We shall therefore find 
EI ~7~;1 Y;lk by applying Rosenthal's inequality. 
Fork ~ 1, 
E lr~/1 = E 1z;1 EI~ zi\k ~ C4(k) (j - 1l12 ~ C4(k) / 12 , 
using the independence of the Zi , and finding EI~{,:; Zilk by applying Corollary 3.3. 
Also, since 
C2hl I j -1 lk 
< (C2hltl2- 1 ?; E ~ Zi applying Lemma 3.11 
C2hl 
< (C2 hl)k/ 2 - 1 E / 12 ~ Cs(k) (hlt. 
j=2 
Thus , 
< C,(k) ( E [ { % E (Y;'JF;-d} ' ''] + % E JY;J') 
C2hl } 
< C7(k) { (hlt + Cs(k) ?; / 12 
< C9 (k) (hl)k, 
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C2hl lk 
E l½(xW < C1o(k) (1 + hl/E ~ 1'j 
< C11 (k) (hl/ (1 + hl/ . 
Now suppose that E(l) ~ [t, 1 - t] has 0(113 ) regularly spaced elements for some 
/3 > 0. Then 
E { sup l½( x)lk } ~ L {E l½(xW} = C12(k) (hl/ (1 + hl/ 113 • (A. 6) 
:i:E t: (1) o:Et:(1) 
Given x E [t, 1- t], let x' be an element of E(l) which minimises Ix - x'I. Using the 
Lipschitz continuity of ai(x), we may choose /3 so large that 
sup lai(x) -ai(x'W ~ (C13lx - x'll ~ (C14z-13 t ~ Cis(k)z-k , 
-~:i:~1-• 
and so 
E L::L l½(x) - V,(x')I'} < .~::L ia;(x) - a;(x')I' EI% Y; \' 
< C16(k) hk . (A.7) 
Since 
E { sup l½(x)lk} ~ E { sup l½(x) - ½(x')lk} + E { sup l½(x'W } , 
,~:i:~1-, ,~:i:~1-, x'Et: (1) 
the required result (A.5) follows from this expression , (A.6) and (A.7). • 
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Appendix 3A.3 
Bounds for sums using integral 
approximations 
Lemma 3.6 gives upper bounds for the absolute value of sums such as 
L iµ(ait 2 K"{(x - ai)/h} 
i 
by finding bounds for the absolute value of the corresponding integral approxima-
tions 
la'X) y µ{M- 1 (y / l)}- 2 K"[{x - M- 1(y / l)} / h] dy , 
then finding the errors in approximating the sums by the integrals. 
Abramowitz and Stegun (1965 , p886) give the Euler-Maclaurin summation for-
mula with explicit bounds on the remainder as 
( '" f(x)dx = 8(fo/2 + f1 + · · · + fn-1 + fn / 2) - Ci 82 (f~ - f~) - · · · Ii:o 
where 8, the step length, is of size O(n- 1 ) , and IR2kl < 2 C2(k+i) 82(k+t) (fl2k+ 1) -
JJ2k+t))_ From this formula, it is clear that if we cannot assume the existence of 
any d rivatives of f(x), then the error in approximating a sum by an integral is 
of size O{h(f0 + fn)} = O{n-1 (Jo+ fn)} . If we can assume the existence of k 
derivatives of f ( x) , then the error in approximating a sum by an integral is of size 
O{hk+i Utl + f~k))} = O{n-(k+tl Utl + !~kl)} . 
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Lemma 3.6 
Using the definitions of Theorem 3.2, let v (x) = I:iiµ(ait 2 K"{(x - a;)/h} , 
w(x) = I:iiµ(ait 3 µ,'(ai) K'{(x-ai)/h} , a;(x) = I:;~i<oo µ(ai)-2 K"{(x-ai)/h} , 
and b;(x) = I:;~i<oo µ,(ait 3 µ,'(ai) K'{( x - ai)/h}. Th en 
lv(x)I < C1(l + h2H l2), (A.8) 
lw(x)I < C2(l + h1H l2), (A.9) 
la;(x)I < C3(l + hl) I(j < C4hl) , (A .10) 
lb;(x)I < Cs(l + hl) I(j < C5hl) , (A.11) 
uniformly in x E I e ~ [ch, 1 - ch]. 
The proof of (A.8) is given in detail, but the proofs of (A.9) , (A.10), and (A.11) 
are only outlined in view of their similarity to that of (A.8). 
Proof of (A.8) The integral approximation to v(x) is 
Put u = {x - M- 1 (y/l)}/h , so that y = lM(x - uh), and dy = -hl µ, (x - uh) du. 
Then for a point x E I e, 
v1 (x) = hl21-cc M(x - uh) µ( x - uht1 K"(u) du . 
Writing N(t) = M(t)µ(tt 1 and integrating by parts , we obtain 
v1 (x) = hl2{ [N(x - uh)K'(u)[c + h i ce N'(x - uh)K'(u)du} 
= h2l21-cc N'( x - uh)K'(u)du (since K' (c) = K'(- c) = 0) 
= h2l21-cc {N'(x - uh) - N'(x)}K'(u)du (since J K 1(1.t)du = 0). 
Thus , 
lv1 (x)I ~ h2l21-cc IN'(x - uh) - N'(x)IIK'(u) ldu. 
Now , N'(t) = {µ,(t) 2 - M(t)µ,'(t)}µ(t)- 2 is Holder continuous with exponent ( be-
cause µ,' is Holder continuous. Since f~c luK'(u)I du is bounded , lv1(x)I = O(h2Hl2) 
uniformly in x E I e. 
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The second step of the proof involves finding the error in approximating v( x) by 
v1 ( x). First , note that we cannot differentiate v1 ( x). There are 0( hl) terms in the 
sum v(x) = I:i iµ(ai)- 2 K"{(x - ai)/h} (the number of terms in the sum is the 
number of ai within a distance ch of x; see the proof of Lemma 3.2) . Thus , lv1 (x)-
v(x)I = O{hl2 (hl)-1} = O(l) uniformly in x ET,, and so lv(x)I::; C1(l + h2+( l2) 
uniformly in x E TE. 
Proof of (A.9) For points x E TE , the integral approximation to w(x) is 
w1(x) = j y µ{M- 1(y/l)}- 3 µ'{M- 1(y/l)} K'[{x - M- 1(y/l)} / h] dy 
= hl2 j M(x - uh) µ(x - uht2 µ'(x - uh) K'(u) du . 
Let N(t) = M(t) ft(t)- 2 µ'(t) and note its Holder continuity. Then as J K'(u) du= 0, 
we may write 
w1(x) = hl2 j {N(x - uh) - N(x)} K'(u) du , 
so that lw1(x)I = O(hl+( l2) uniformly in x E TE. Also we have lw1(x) - w(x)I = 
O{hl2(hlt1} = O(l) uniformly in x E TE , a~d therefore , lw(x)I ::; C2(l + h1H l2) 
uniformly in x E TE . 
Proof of (A.10) For points x E TE , the integral approximation to aAx) is 
a1j(x) = i oo µ{M- 1(y/l)}-2 K"[{x - M- 1(y / l)} / h] dy 
j (x-a;)/h = hl -c µ(x - uh)-1 K"(u) du . 
Note that a1j(x) > 0 if Ix - ajl < ch, ie if j < C4hl. Writing N(t) = µ(t)-
1 
and 
integrating by parts , we have 
a1j(x) hl{ [N(x - uh) K'(u)] ~c-a;)/h + h j_~-a;)/h N'(x - uh)K'(u) du} 
hl[µ(ajt 1K'{(x - aj)/h} + h j_(~-a;)/h {N'( x -uh)-N'(x)}K'(u)du 
+ h j_~-a;)/h N'(x)K'(u) du] 
= hl[µ(ajt 1K'{(x - aj)/h} + hN'(x) K{(x - aj)/h} 
+ h 1-(~-a;)/h {N'(x - uh) - N'(x)}K'(u) du]· 
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Now N'(t) = -µ'(t)µ(t)- 2 is Holder continuous with exponent( . Also , µ(ai)- 1, K' , 
N', Kand J luK'(u)I are bounded. Thus, 
uniformly in x E IE. Also, la1j(x) - aAx)I = 0{hl (hlt 1} J(j < C4hl) = 0(1) I(j < 
C4hl) , and so lai(x)I = 0(1 + hl) I(j < C4hl) uniformly in x E I E. 
Proof of (A.11) For points x E IE , the integral approximation to bi(x) is 
b1i(x) = J00 µ{M- 1(y/l)}- 3 µ'{M- 1(y / l)} K'[{x - M-1(y/l)}/h] dy 
l(x-o:j)/h = hl - c µ(x - uht2 µ'(x - uh) K'(u) du. 
Note that b1i(x) > 0 if Ix - ail < ch , ie if j < C6hl. Write N(t) = µ(t)- 2µ'(t) and 
note its Holder continuity. Then 
[ j (x-o:j)/h hl - c {N(x - uh) - N(x)} K'(u) du 
j (x-o:j)/h ] + -c N(x)K'(u) du 
[j (x-o:j)/h ] = hl -c {N(x - uh) - N(x)} K'(u) du+ N(x)K {(x - ai) / h} . 
Using the Holder continuity of N , and the fact that N , K and J luK'(u)I are 
bounded, we have 
lb1i(x)I = 0(hl) I(j < C5hl) 
uniformly in x E IE. Also, lb1i(x) - bi(x)I = 0{hl (hlt 1} J(j < C5hl) = 0(1) I(j < 
C6hl) uniformly in x E IE , and so lbi(x)I = 0(1 + hl)I(j < C5hl) uniformly in 
XE IE. • 
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Appendix 3A.4 
A lemma on the closeness of two 
random processes 
In the present appendix we shall prove Lemma 3. 7 which is used in the proof of the 
bootstrap part of Theorem 3.2. 
Lemma 3.7 Assuming the conditions of Theorem 3. 2, with J*(x) = J W*{M(x -
hy)} K'(y) dy and Jt(x) = J W*{M(x - hy)} K'(y) dy , we have 
E L~!~t, IJ*(x) - Jt (xW} '.S C1(k) (h log zt 
The proof uses Proposition 3.2 - a result on the continuity of Wiener processes 
- and Lemma 3.8, both of which we give below before proceeding with the proof 
of Lemma 3.7. 
Silverman (1978, page 179) gives the following result for the continuity of the 
Brownian bridge on O '.S t '.S 1: 
Proposition 3.1 Let W0 (t) be a continuous version of the Brownian bridge, with 
modulus of continuity w0 . Let 
and let 
{ 
u1/2(l _ u)1/2 
p(u) = 
1/2 
if O '.S u '.S 1/2 
if u > 1/2, 
q(u) = fou {log(l /v)} 1/ 2 dp(v). 
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Then, with probability one, w0 is dominated by 
16 (log B) 1l 2 p + 16 (2) 112 q, 
where B is a random variable with B ~ 1 a.s. and EB < 4(2) t . 
In Lemma 3. 7, we have a Wiener process rather than a Brownian bridge: the 
sample paths do not have a common endpoint. However, as the Brownian bridge 
in the proposition above and a Wiener process on O :S t '.S 1 differ only by the 
continuous term tW(l) , a constant multiple of the above modulus of continuity can 
be utilized for the Wiener process. 
Note that for O < u '.S 1, 
p(u) = {u (1 - u)} 1!2 :S u1 / 2 I logul 1/2, 
and 
We shall therefore simplify Proposition 3.1 as follows: 
Proposition 3.2 Let W(t) , 0 '.S t '.S t0 , be a continuous version of the Wiener 
process, with modulus of continuity w0 • Th en, with probability one, 
wa(u) :S b {1 + (log B) 112 } (ul log ul) 112 . 
where B is a random variable with B ~ 1 a.s., EB < 4(2) ½, and b depends only on 
ta . 
Since supz µ, < oo , M(l) is bounded and we may choose to in Proposition 3.2 to 
be greater than M(l) . For such a value of t0 , we have the following Lemma: 
Lemma 3.8 For all c > 0 and some to > M(l) , 
P{M(l) > ta} :S C1(k) {to - M(l)}-k hk = o(l-c) . 
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Proof The following two results are needed for the main proof of the lemma: 
E ~(tl = O(lk) fort E {O , ch) , (A.12) 
E l~(t) - ,\(t)ik = O{(h2 Zl} fort E [ch , 1 - ch] . (A.13) 
We obtain (A.12) by noting that for O < t < ch, 
~(t) :S h- 1 (supK)#{Xi: Xi :S 2ch} = h-1 (supK)N 
where N is Poisson with mean m = Jich ,\(t) dt = O(hl) and kth factorial moment 
mk . Thus , 
To show (A .13) , note that for ch :S x :S 1 - ch , the non-bootstrap cases of 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 give 
so that using Corollary 3.3 on page 102, we have 
EI~ - ,\\k < C3(k){\½,;;h2 ,\"\k + (h- 1Zl12(l12E \Unlk + E \R1n lk)} 
< C5(k){ (h 2ll + (h- 1ztl2 (1 + z-k11 )} 
= O{(h2Zt}. 
We now proceed to the main proof of the lemma. Markov 's inequality gives , for 
to > M(l) , 
P{M{l) > t0 } = P{.M(l) - M(l) > to - M(l)} 
< {to - M(l)}-k E \.M(l) - M(l)lk 
< [Z{to -M(l)}tkE{fo
1 
\X(t)-,\(t)\dtf 
< [ z {to - M(l)}tk [fo
1 
{E !X(t) - ,\(t)lkr/k dtr 
(applying Lemma 3.12) 
< C6(k)[l{t0-M(l)}tk [(loch+ 1~ch){E~(tl+,\(tlf1kdt 
+ 1:-ch { E IX ( t) - ,\ ( t) i k f I k dt r 
< C1(k) [ Z {to - M(l)}tk{(hll + (h2ll} 
= C8(k){t0 - M(l)}-k hk = O(l-c) , Ve> 0. 
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We now have the tools to prove Lemma 3.8. Choose t0 in Proposition 3.2 to be 
greater than M(l). 
Proof of Lemma 3.8 Put 
Z = sup sup JM(x - hy) - M(x - hy) J. 
,~x~l-, yEsupp (K ) 
Now, 
sup JJ*(x)-Jt(x) J 
f~X~l-f 
= ,~!~t, \ j [W*{M(x - hy)} - W *{M(x - hy)}] K'(y) dy \ 
< j ,~!~L, wo{ IM(x - hy) - M(x - hy) J} JK'(y) J dy , 
< wo(Z) j JK'(y)Jdy (A.14) 
provided that 
Z = sup sup max JM(x - hy) - M(x - hy) I :S to . (A.15) 
e~x~l-e yEsupp (K) 
To treat the case when Z > t0 and (A.15) fails , note that 
sup IJ*(x) - Jt(x)I :S 2 sup IW*(x) I j IK'(y) ldy. 
,~x~l-e O~x~ M (l ) 
Now, 
E [ { SU~ IW*(x)lr J{M(l) > to}] 
O~x~M(l) 
E [ 1: { sup _ IW*(x)lr I{M(l) E (j-1, j) and M(l) > to}] 
j=l O~x~J 
< E [t c~~~; 1w·(x)I}' I{Af(l) > max(j -1, to)}] 
< t [ E c~~~; 1w·(x )I"}]''' [P{ Af(l) > max(j - 1, to)}]'' ' 
[to+l] 1/2 
< I: / 12 [P{ M(l) > max(j - 1, to)}] 
j=l 
+ I: /1 2 [P{ M(l) > max(j - 1, to)} ]112 
j>[to+l] 
(Note that by Corollary 3.3 for all k 2 1 we have 
E c~~;, 1w·(x )I"} '.'. [E c~~;, 1w·( x )I'} r = j'.) 
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[to+l] 
= L l 12 [P{.M(l ) > to}]112 + L / 12 [P{.M(l) > j - 1}]112 
1=1 j>[to+l] 
[to+ l] 
C1(k) L / 12 z-k: 12 + C2(k) L / 12 [{j - 1 - M(1)}-k;hk;1 112 
j=l j>[to + 1] 
[to +l] 
= C1(k) z-kU2 L / 12 + C2(k) hk;12 L / 12 {j - 1 - M(1)}-k;12 
j=l j >[to+l] 
( using Lemma 3. 7) 
as the first sum is bounded and the second sum converges for suitable choice of k 
and k;. Combining this with (A.14) we deduce that 
for all C > 0. 
From Proposition 3.2 , 
and applying Holder 's inequality, we obtain 
E { wo(Zt} < bk [E {1 + (log B)1/2}3k E z3k/2 E I log Z l3k/2] 1/3 
< C3(k) { 1 + E (log B)3k/2} 1/3 (E z3k/2 E I log Z l3k/2) 1/3_ 
S• X ""00 kjkf h kj kf < X d 1nce e = uk=O x . , we ave x . _ e , an 
Also , 
EZk = E{sup sup IM(x-hy)-M(x- hyt} 
xEI , yEsupp (K) 
- k/2 
= sup sup {varM(x-hy)}" 
xEI , yEsupp (K) 
+ sup sup IE.M(x - hy) - M(x - hy)lk 
xEI , yEsupp (K ) 
< C4 (k) {(l - 1 log zt12 + h2k} 
C4(k) h2k {1 + (h4l) - kf2(log zt/2} . 
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Finally then, 
E { -~~~t, IJ*(x) - 1t (x)lk} < Cs(k) (h3k I log hl3k)l/3 
< C6 (k) (h log zt 
proving the lemma. 
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Appendix 3A.5 
Holder continuity of i/ 
In Lemma 3.9 in this appendix, we shall prove that µ' is Holder continuous with 
probability one. However , first we shall define the first and second derivatives ofµ , 
and describe how to obtain versions of equations (3.12) and (3 .16), in Theorems 3.2 
and 3.3 , for these derivatives. We write (1 and ( 2 for the Holder exponents ofµ,' and 
µ' respectively. 
Recall that µ( x ) = (hl)- 1 E i K {( x - Xi)/ h} and that K" satisfies a Lipschitz 
condition of order 1. Then for j = 1 and 2, 
For these values of j , define µ(j) ( x) by 
fi, u) (x) = h3 µUl (x ) = (hlt 1 I: K Ul {( x - Xi)/ h} . 
i 
Because µ(j) has the same form as µ with K replaced by K U) , there are versions of 
Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 for µ, (j) rather than forµ , and these lead to corresponding 
theorems for µUl. For example the version of equation (3 .16) in Theorem 3.3 for µ 
l S 
E µ(t) = j µ(t - hu)K(u) du+ O(h-3 z-3 / 2 + h-i+(i z-1 ) , 
giving for fi, (2) 
E µ, (
2
)(t) = j µ(t - hu)K"(u) du+ O(h-3 z-3/ 2 + h- i+(i z-1 ) 
and forµ," 
E µ"(t) h- 2 j µ(t - hu)K"(u) du+ O(h-5 z-3 / 2 + h- H (i z-1 ) 
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= h-1 j µ'(t - hu)K'(u) du+ O(h-5 z-3!2 + h-3+<, z-1 ), (A.16 ) 
integrating by parts. Similarly, we obtain the version of equation (3.12) in Theo-
rem 3.2 for µ' , which is 
µ' - E (µ ') = (h4 l)-1/ 2 j W {M(t - hu)} K"(u) du+ (h3 l) - 1 l 2 R2n . (A.17) 
Since K" is (Lipschitz) continuous and, by Lemma 3.13, of bounded variation , the 
Stieltj es integral J dK"(y) exists even though the Riemann integral J K"'(y) dy does 
not exist ; see for example Kendall and Stuart (1977, p15ff) for definitions of these 
integrals. We therefore obtain for µ" , 
µ" - E (µ") = (h6 l)- 1/ 2 j W {M(t - hu)} dK"(u) + (h5 l)-1l 2 R2n· (A.18) 
Lemma 3.9 For some B , (2 > 0 and all k > 0, 
P{ lµ'( x) - µ'(y)I :S Blx -yl<2 for all x ,y E I ,,}= 1 - o(l-k) . 
Proof We shall start by proving that for all x, y E I, ,, P{ lµ'( x) - µ'(y) I < 
B lx - yi<2 } = 1 - O(l-k) using Markov 's inequality. Therefore we shall derive 
a bound for E IP,'(x) - µ'(y) lk- We do this in two ways. The first method uses 
IJ: E µ"(t) dt lk and so gives a bound including Ix - YI in all terms. The second uses 
only (A.17) , and so the bound does not necessarily include Ix -yl in all terms . The 
overall bound for E IP,'(x)- µ'(y)lk is given by the first of these bounds when Ix -yl 
is small and the other elsewhere. We complete the lemma by proving that the result 
holds uniformly for all x , y E I,, . 
Method 1 Assuming without loss of generality that x > y , we have 
lµ'( x) - µ'(y)I = 11"' µ"(t) dtl :S 11"' Eµ"(t) dtl + 1°' IP,"(t) - Eµ"(t) I dt , 
y y y 
so that 
E IP,'(x) - µ'(y)lk < \ i °' E µ"(t) dt \k + E { i°' lµ''(t) - E µ"(t)I dt t 
< I [ E l'"(t) dt I' + [ [ { E ll'"(t) - E l'"(t) I' }'' ' dt]', 
(A.19) 
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applying Lemma 3.12. 
The integrand of the first integral in (A .19) is obtained using (A.16) , which leads 
to 
IE µ"(t)I < h-l J lµ'(t - hu) - µ'(t) I IK'(u)I du+ O(h- 5 z-3 / 2 + h-J+(i z-1 ) 
< B4 h-l+(i J lu K'(u) I du+ O(h-5 z-3 / 2 + h-J+(i z-1 ) , 
so that 
The integrand of the second integral in (A.19) is obtained utilizing (A.18) , which 
gives 
leading to 
[ l" {E Jµ"(t) - E µ"(tW} 11k dtt 
< C2(k) (h6 l)-k.'2 (l" [EI J W{M(t - hu)} dK"(u)nl /k dtf 
+ C2(k) (h 5l)-k12{ l" (E IR2nlk r /k dt r 
= A+B, 
say. Now, 
A = c,(k) (h6 W'i' { [(EI j[W{M(t - hu)} - W{M(t))] dK"(u)\' t' dt }' 
< C2(k) (h6 l)-k/2 [l" {E J wo(hlul) JdK"(uW r/k dtr , 
where w
0 
is the modulus of continuity of a Weiner process, defined in Proposition 3.2 
on page 111. Thus 
Also, 
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Combining these expressions for I J; E µ"(t) dt I\ A and B , we obtain 
E lµ'(x) - µ,'(y)lk 
< Cs(k) (x - Yt [(h-i+(i t + (h 5l)-k12{l log hlk/2 + (hltk12 (log zt 113 }] 
< C6(k)(x-yt(h-i+<i/ , (A.20) 
where G = min((1 , 1/ 2) . 
Method 2 The version of (3.16) forµ,' is 
E µ,'(t) = h-1 j µ(t - hu)K'(u) du+ O(h- 4 z-3/ 2 + h-2+(1 z- 1 ) 
= j µ'(t - hu) K(u) du+ O(h-4 z-3!2 + h-2+(1 z- 1 ) , 
following integration by parts . Together with (A.17) , this gives 
µ,'(t) = j µ'(t - hu) K(u) du+ o{(h4 l)-112 } 
+ (h4 l)-1/ 2 j W {M(t - hu)} K"(u) du+ (h3 l)-112 R2n 
= d(t) + S(t), 
writing d(t) = J µ'(t - hu) K(u) du+ o{(h4 l)- 1/ 2 } for the deterministic compo-
nent of µ,'(t) and S(t) = (h4 l)-1 / 7 J W {M(t - hu)} K"(u) du+ (h3 l)-1!2 R2n for the 
stochastic terms. 
The magnitude of the difference between the deterministic terms of µ,'(x) and 
{t'(y) is given by 
ld(x) - d(y)I = \ j µ'(x - hu) K(u) du - j µ'(y - hu) K(u) du\ 
< j lµ'(x - hu) - µ'(y - hu)I IK(u) I du 
< C1(k)(x - y)<1 
since J lu K(u)I du is bounded. Choosing B = 2 C1(k) and (2 ::; (1, we have 
ld(x) - d(y)I::; ½B (x -y)(2 • 
As our method 2 bound, we shall use 
E 1µ,'(x) - µ,'(y) - {d(x) - d(y)}lk < Ca(k) {E IS(x)lk + E IS(y) lk} 
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(A .21) 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Overall bound 
Using Markov 's inequality and the Method 1 bound in (A.20), we have 
P{lµ'(x) - µ'(y)I > B lx - Yl (2 } 
< {B(x-y)(2}-kE lµ'(x)-µ'(y) lk 
= {B (x - y)(2 }-k C10(k) (x - Yl (h-iH; l 
= Cn(k) (x -yl(l-(2) (h-1+((l 
< C11(k) (h1-(:t if X -y::; h2(l-(;) . 
Markov 's inequality and the Method 2 bound, (A.2_1) , give 
P{lµ'(x) - µ'(y) I > B Ix -yl(2 } 
< P[ lµ'(x) - µ'(y) - {d(x) -d(y)} I + ld(x) - d(y)I > B (x -yf2] 
= P[ lµ'(x) - µ'(y) - {d(x) - d(y)}I > ½ B (x -y)(2] 
< (½ B (x - y)(2 )-k C12(k) (h4l)-kf2 
= C13(k) (x - Ytk(2 (h4l)-kf2 
< C13(k) (h4 l)-icf4 if X -y 2 (h4l)-l/(4(2 )_ 
Choosing (2 < - s(;~gf:~4
1
2gh so that (h4 l)-1f(4 ( 2 ) < h2(i-(; ), and combining these 
two bounds , we have 
P{lµ'(x) - µ'(y)I > B Ix -yl(2 } < C14(k) max{(h1-(:l (h4l)-k/ 4} 
< C1s(k) z-,k_ 
Therefore, for all v > 0, 
sup P{lµ'(x) - µ'(y)I > B Ix - Yl(2 } = o(l-v). 
x ,yEI<, 
Completion 
We complete the lemma by proving that , for all v > 0, 
P{Vx ,y EI,,, lµ'(x) - µ'(y)I::; B Ix -yl(2} = 1 - o(l-v). 
(A.22) 
By routine algebra, making use of the Holder continuity of K' , we can prove that 
there exis t constants C16 , C17 , (3 > 0 such that 
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for all V > 0. Now, if lx- yl::; (C15[C11 t 2/(3 and lµ' (x)-µ,'(y)I::; c16zC11 1x- yl'3, 
then 
lµ,'(x)- µ,'(y) I < cl6zc111x-yl'3121x-yl'312 
< cl6 zC11 {(C16 zC1 1)-2/(3 } (3/21x - Yl(3/2 
= lx- yl(3/2_ 
Therefore, defining 5 = (C16 lc11 t 2IC3 , we have by (A.23) , for all v > 0, 
P{ \f x,y E I ,, with lx -yl ::; Ii, lµ,'(x)- µ,'(y) I::; lx-yl'312 } = 1- 0 (z-v). (A.24) 
Choose a lattice I ,° ~ I ,, with edge width Ii = ( C16 zc11 t 2/(3 , and given x , y E 
I ,, , let x 0 , y 0 be the nearest elements of I ,°. By (A.22) , 
P{ for some x, y E I ,°, lµ,'(x) - µ,'(y)I > B Ix - Yl(2 } 
< I: P{ lµ,'(x) - µ,'(y) I > B Ix - Yl'2 } 
x ,yEI, 0 
< {(C16 lc11 )21'3}2 sup P{lµ,'( x) - µ,'(y)I > B Ix -y l(2 } 
:r ,yEI, 
for all v > 0. Hence, 
P{ for some x, y E I ,°, lµ,'(x) - µ,'(y)I > B Ix -yl'2 } = o(l-v) (A.25) 
for all v > 0. Now for general x, y E I ,,, with Ix - YI > Ii 
lµ,'(x) - µ,'(y)I < lµ,'(x) - µ,'(x 0 )I + lµ,'(x0 ) - µ,'(y 0 )I + lµ,'(y 0 ) - µ,'(y) I 
< Ix - x0 1(3/2 + B lx 0 - Y0 l'2 + IY0 - Yl(3/2 = T 
on the event 
£ = { \f x , y E I ,, with Ix - yl ::; Ii, lµ,'(x)- µ,'(y) I::; Ix - yl ' 312} 
n { V x , y E I ,°, lµ,'(x) - µ,'(y)I ::; B Ix - Yl ' 2 } , 
where, by (A.24) and (A .25) , 
P(£) = 1 - O(l-v) 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
for all v > 0. Let (4 = min((2 , (3/2) . Then 
T < 28(3 / 2 + Bl(x-y)+(x0 -x)+(y-y 0 )1(2 
< 2 5(3 / 2 + 3 B (Ix - Yl'2 + 2 8(2 ) 
< 2 Ix - Yl ' 4 + 3 B (Ix - Yl'4 + 2 Ix - Yl'4 ) 
< (2 + 9B) Ix - Yl'4 
Hence, on £ , and assuming Ix - YI > 8, 
IJl'(x) - µ'(y)I ~ (2 + 9B) Ix - Yl(4 _ 
Therefore, by (A.24) , 
P{ Vx, y EI,, , lµ'(x) - µ'(y) I ~ B' Ix -yl'4 } = 1- o(l-v) 
for all V > 0. • 
Note that since I:: P{supx,yEI,, lµ'(x) - µ'(y)I > B' Ix - Yl'4 } < oo, the Borel-
Cantelli Lemma gives SUPx,yEI,, lµ'(x) - µ'(y) I = B' Ix - Yl(4 with probability l. 
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Appendix 3A.6 
Technical lemmas 
Lemma 3.10 For all k 2'. 1 and a > 0, 
Proof Now, 
E (Xk - ak) < E {(Xk - ak) I(X > a)} 
= E {(Xk - ak) I(a < X ~ 2a)} + E {(Xk - ak) I(X > 2a)} 
where 
< (2at + R , 
R = E {(X - a) (Xk-t + xk-2a + · · · + ak- 1 ) I(X > 2a)} 
< E {(X - a) (k xk-t) I(X > 2a)} 
< 2k-1 k E {(X - at I(X > 2a)}, 
using the fact that X ~ 2(X - a) if X > 2a. Therefore 
and the result follows from (A.26) and (A.27). 
Lemma 3.11 For all k > 1, 
\fxir ~nk- 1 f 1xt. 
i=l i=l 
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(A.26) 
(A.27) 
• 
Proof Since 
by Holder 's inequality, it follows that 
\ 
n \k { ( n ) 1/k k n ~ xi :::; n(k -l )/k ~ 1xi1k } = nk-l ~ 1xi1\ 
t-1 t=l t=l 
as required. • 
Lemma 3.12 For all k > 1, 
Proof Using Holder 's inequality we obtain, 
E { / l§(x)I dx r / · · · / E {lg(x1)I X · · · X l§(xk)I} dx1 . .. dxk 
k 
< j · · · j fl {E l§(xi)lk}l/kdx1 .. . dxk 
J=l [ J { E 1§( x) lk} l/k dx] k, 
the desired result. • 
Lemma 3.13 A compactly supported function f which satisfies a Lipschitz condi-
tion of order 1 is of bo1mded variation. 
Proof Let supp (f) ~ (-c, c) and let C be a constant such that lf( x) - f (y)I < 
CJx - YI- Suppose that -oo < ... < Ui < -c:::; Ui+1 < . .. < Uj < c:::; Uj+1 < ... < 
00. 
Then 
m-1 L lf(uk+i) - f(uk)I 
k=l 
j L lf(uk+i) - f(uk) J 
k=i 
< 2sup lfl + 2cC = Co, 
and f is of bounded variation. • 
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